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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM O FULLER
Rockland Lions Exemplify
Associate,Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Christmas Spirit—New
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
Pastor Speaks
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
Following its Yuletide custom the
Rockland Lions Club yesterday en
tertained a group of Juvenile guests
[EDITORIAL]
mainland, the church being filled at a turkey dinner in the main
to its capacity. The floral offer - dining room of The Thorndike
A BUSIER BATII
irgs constituted the most beautiful
display ever seen on the island,
National defense represents a staggering cost to the tax
and were arranged with extreme
payer, but preferable, we all agree, to being deprived of a
taste and effectiveness by Joseph
country to defend. Several Maine communities will receive
F. Headley, the Vinalhaven under
returns which will put all thoughts of "cost” far ln the back
taker. who had brought the re
ground,
and one of these is the Bath Iron Works which has
mains on from New York.
Just been awarded a contract for six more destroyers, together
Enroute services had been held
with a grant of $400,000 for the Improvement of plant facili
in South Peabody, Mass., at the
home of Mr. Brown's sister, Mrs.
ties. Our congratulations to Bath, but what a pity that prop
Doris Beane, where the mother of
erty must be built upon the grimness of war.
the deceased was spending the
Winter
A FARCE INDEED
With the remains also came Mr.
The Executive Council is still threshing out the recount
Brown's two sisters. Miss Vonle
Brown and Mrs Doris Beane of
of the ballots cast at the State election on the referendum
Peabody.
A sister-in-law, Mrs.
pertaining to the method of appointing a police commissioner
, Goldie Stanley of Rockland was
in Biddeford. Maybe not, but to us lt seems the height of
' also present yesterday.
farce for the people of the whole State to vote upon a local
1 The officiating clergyman was
issue whose merits are totally unknown except to those aho
(Continued on Page Two)
reside in the communities affected.
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Hocking Is Named

Thursday
Issue

The Black Cat

North Haven Church Is Crowded As
Town Honors a Beloved Son
Funeral services for Ccunty
Commissioner Foy W Brown, held
yesterday afternoon In the Baptist
Church at North Haven village,
saw a remarkable outpouring of
the townspeople, together with
mourners from Vinalhaven and thc

Radio Round-up Revue

SHOW and DANCE
Featuring
LIME CITY BOYS
VAUDEVILLE ATTRACTIONS

Glover Hall, Warren
FRIDAY, DEC. 19
8.15—DOORS OPEN AT 7.00
152"it

Rev. Earl I.ee

Hotel. The dinner was calculated
to appeal to any taste—Juvenile
or adult—and from grapefruit to
• MACKINAWS, for Men and Boys
ice cream was enjoyed by the
SKI JACKETS
• SKI PANTS
nearly 50 persons at the two long
i tables.
TROUSERS
• SPORT JACKETS
The flrst appearance of "PitchOur FACTORY PRICES Save You Money
Pipe" Sam Savitt since his recent
i hospital experience was the oc| casion of a regulation Lions wel
come.
THOMASTON, ME.
The assembly was treated to an
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS
other happy surprise with the ad152-lt
kMtMtMdtMtMiltaMtMiMdtkMtMdl 1 vent of Fred H. Oabbi. interna
tional director, who was found
wandering aimlessly in the lobby
with a nostalgic look on his genial
features. The former district gov
ernor told of the morning's bril
liant sunrise and how its prophecy
was being fulfilled by this meeting.
(Continued on Page Six)

LOOK! CHRISTMAS BARGAINS!

•
•

THE FACTORY STORE

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES

Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

THURS.-FRI.. DEC. 19-30
WAYNE MORRIS
VIRGINIA DALE
EDGAR KENNEDY

In

THE QUARTERBACK’*
also

The much-discussed
Documentary Film

“The World In Flames”
A sixty minute feature film
comprised entirely of actual
pictures of the events in the
last decade which Inevitably led
to the present conflict.

SATURDAY ONLY. DEC. 21
DOROTHY LAMOUR
PRESTON FOSTER
ROBERT PRESTON
In

“MOON OVER BURMA”
Leon Errol in
“TATTLE TELEVISION"

PART THE HOSPITAL PLAYS

Under the caption of “Hospital Expenses," the Press Her
ald Tuesday published the following timely editorial:
"The rising cost of everything was reflected Thursday in
the request laid before the Legislative Budget Committee for
twice as large an appropriation for hospitals as has been made
in the last biennium. President Craig of the Maine Hospital
Association gave the salient facts and figures to support the
request: it costs today 26 percent more to care for a patient
than it did in 1936; and at the same time, the number of
State-aid patients has increased by 38 percent—from 103.000
in 1936. to 143,000 in June of this year. If, said Dr. Craig,
the State will assume $400,000 a year of this cost instead of
$200,000, the hospitals are perfectly willing to struggle with
the burden of carrying the balance of $300,000 a year.
“ 'There is a certain point beyond which hospitals may not
go.' said Dr. Craig; and that should be perfectly obvious to
anybody. They cannot continue to carry the deadweight of socalled charity cases that pile up deficits. There is a new de
mand everywhere for more hospital care in accident and
sickness; devices, such as hospital insurance, have been
invented to meet this demand and are increasingly patronized;
but somebody must supply the funds with which those unable
to pay for thelr hospital care may be cared for. This some
body. since the responsibility is after all a public one, must be
either the community or the State.
The figures show that the State has accepted this responsi
bility to the extent of setting up a minimum of $2 50 per day
which lt will pay for indigent cases: but the State has been
paying less than half of that. In short, the Maine Hospital
Association Is reminding the Budget Committee that the
State has not lived up to what it has already accepted as Its
duty.
"This is a difficult problem, of course; each year demands
for all kinds of increased expenditures are presented. They
cannot all be met. But there is sound approval, we believe,
everywhere ln Maine where public responsibility and social
welfare are an objective and ideal, for seeing to it that all our
people receive the best hospital care that can be given. Such
care cannot be given by bankrupting the hospitals them
selves or by forcing a lesser degree of service than they are
equipped to furnish. The increase in appropriation is one
that ought to be made.”
The situation as applied to the Knox County Oeneral
Hospital reveals some significant figures during the past three
years. In 1937 the management charged off $3229 as the dif
ference between the cost of State Aid cases, and the amount
received from the State. In 1938 the difference was $4104; and
ln 1939 the burden had Increased to $4715, The same ratio
obtains thus far during the current year.
The necessity of a determined effort to correct this con
dition of affairs is seen, and is being acted upon, hopefully.
The flrst step was to present the facts to the State com
mittee on Health and Welfare; then to the Budget committee
The matter now goes to the Appropriations committee of the
State Legislature, which this year will have to wrestle with
many difficult problems, but none which carries a greater
stress of the humanitarian angle. Timely hospitalization of
the indigent sick has on many occasions saved the 8tate the
expense of caring for the patient in some State institution.
The poor we have with us always; the hospital represents
the eternal salvation.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Alfred C. Hocking

In Augusta last night Gov. Lewis
O. Barrcws posted the nomination
of Alfred C. Hocking as county com
missioner to succeed the late Foy
W. Brown of North Haven. Mr.
Brown had four more years to
serve. Mr. Hocking, a long time
worker ln the Republican ranks
has never held political offlce. and
hls appointment ls certain to give
much satisfaction.

____ ♦
William P. Burpee

His Death Removes a
Prominent Personality
From the World of Art
William P. Burpee, a local ar
tist of note, died at his home on
Park street Sunday at the ad
vanced age of 94 He sustained
injuries in an automobile accident
about six years ago and was un
able to continue hls art work dur
ing the past years of his life ow
ing to the effects of hls injuries.
He was born in Rockland in 1646.
son of N .A. and Mary (iPartridge)
Burpee. Completing the studies ln
public schools he pursued special
courses at Kents Hill.
With a background of artists
and musicians young Burpee nat
urally became interested ln art. In
hls early life he held many posi
tions as an accountant in Boston.
At one time he was bookkeeper
for John Bird & Company when
this flrm wgs located at the High
lands His last position as book
keeper was with the Boston Coun
try Club. After five years with the
club he resigned in order to travel
and study art ln Europe. He visi
ted nearly all parts of the Con
tinent, studying the work of the
great masters in famous galleries,
noting especially the techniques,
values and composition of ancient
and modem painters.
He was Interested ln places off
the beaten path and for this rea
son he traveled about many parts
(Continued on Page Pour)

It was bad enough (for the I Mrs. Maynard Young has my
Italians) to have the Greeks cap ! thanks for both specimens.
ture thelr tanks, anti-tank guns
and anti-aircraft guns, but when
A 60-pound doe deer broke its
Mussolini's men were compelled to neck Saturday night, trying to
teach the Greeks how to use the jump the fence at the cemetery
modern type equipment lt was near the monument in Warren,
rather “rubbln' it in,'" as they say frightened evidently by the truck
on the street.
driven by Ernest Starrett of Pleas
antville, driving toward the village
The Senter Crane Christmas as the deer crossed the road in '
music does much to enliven the front of him. Game Warden Wil
business zone during the holiday liam F. Davis ol East Union ordered
rush. One looks unconsciously at Jesse Mills to bleed the animal
those three white bells while the pending his arrival to take the
chimes are being played.
carcass. Tracks revealed that the
deer had come from the field at
Of course you know how many the rear of the Llllias Jones house,
shopping days there are between had passed close to the house, and
now and Christmas. Only four. had crossed the monument lot be
Don't wait until the last one.
fore trying to Jump the iron fence
at the grave yard.
Many motorists explore the town
each night, to view thc Christmas
Down in New Jersey where they
illuminations.
have abnormal mosquitoes and
imaginations two men claim to
A member of the Rotary Club have seen the new Cunningham
who has been on the sick list late comet with their naked eyes. They
ly returned to his office a few days located at between 7 and 730 p. m.
ago, and two brother Rotarians 20 degrees above the horizon and
who are widely known for their slgihtly north of west," a fuzzy
Joking proclivities decided to cele brightness.”
brate the event with a floral wel
come. The "flowers" they selected Tlie ancient Ford owned by Rich
do not bloom as a rule ln approved ard Oorden of Union, and recently
gardens. The Jokers arrived on the on exhibition in this city has
scene with their offerings only to gained fame away out West. A
find that thelr brother had gone | United Press despatch in the Ala
home sick again.
meda (Calif.) Times-Star says: "Tho
710th flivver made by Henry Ford
From 19 Valley View street yes still is going strong. Built in 1908,
terday came a very rugged looking i thc car is driven daily by Richard
pansy stem bearing two blossoms, a Oorden."
twin apple, with wrinkled features
whirh was evidently pleased to b»
One year ago: The Rockport
taken in out of the zero atmosphere. Baptist Church. Oamden Bap
tist Church, Camden Communitv Hospital and Camden Public
brightest
Library were beneficiaries under
the will of J4rs. Annabelle S. Hddgman of Camden.—The death of
Merle Marr of Washington was ad
judged to be due to peritonitis
after an investigation had been
I'iie
icebreaker Kickapoo
had arrived.

Christmas

TAKE. A TIP FROM
THE OLD MAESTRO

Package

1 Wfc

For Christmas Gifts. Dresses
Just received in the new pastel
colors. Moderately priced. Burdell's Dress Shop. 16 School St.—

X'<'£’C<<-e-«'«’<<C<<«TS<C'«XYi<<CINWC

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

£b<

SUN.-MON., DEC. 22-23

ABCAll's

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
RAY MILLAND
DENNIS O'KEEFE

Golden Ballet

Gift Suggestions

Slipper*, holding several
pairs of erquisite nylon

In
Paramount's comedy-drama

SHIRTS

or silk stockings— mode

of a neve gilded plostis.

“ARISE MY LOVE”

tied with scarlet bonds.

Give this dauling combi
nation ot line hosiery and

a gay. brilliant package
that can be used after

wards as an ornament or

to hold innumerable

SECURITY TRUST CO.

At the New Low Prices

things. It's the

MIDAS

TOUCH in packages.

Reductions up to 50%
You can select twice as many
glorious Victor Record gifts at
the new low prices. Come in and
get the details.
Here are some of the current
hits—in time for the season's
gaiety.

FINAL DIVIDEND 3 PERCENT

To Savings Depositors and Christmas Club
Members Only

VICTOR RECORDS
Formerly 75f—New List Price 50d

Payable Thursday, Dec. 19,1940

Dream Valley, by Sammy Kaye
We Three,
Tommy Dorsey
God Bless America, Kate Smith

•latent Applied

i

TAILORED TO FIT
NON-WILT COLLARS
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS
ALSO PLAIN WHITE

Bluebird Records, 35c

Deposit Books should be presented at The Knox County
Trust Co., at Rockland, Camden, Vinalhaven, Union and

97c

Down Argentine Way, DinahShaw
Blueberry Ilill,
Glen Miller
There I Go,
Vaughn Monroe

Warren. Apply at office at which your account in Security

OTHERS FOR 79c

Ask about thc new RCA Victor R E< I )R D

Trust Co. was carried.

PLAYER-PAK

A reasonable period of time will be permitted for pres

undoubtedly be ordered transferred to some State office
in Augusta, and withdrawal of your dividend may be sub

!

Only

entation of books for payment; but, as this is a final release,
it is suggested that depositors collect as promptly as pos
sible. After a period, not yet definitely fixed, the fund will

FLANNEL

in Handfiome Gift Case

LARGE ASSORTMENT
BUTTON AND ZIPPER

(Last Christmas would have cost $17.20)

"Furs are one luxury you buy blindly
unless you buy with complete confidence
from experts.’’

87c-$1.27

77w World's Greatest
Artists are on Victor Records

6E5
EXTRA HEAVY BUFFALO

COMPLETE LINE OF

stantially more complicated.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.

16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Children’s Records
15c each

Maine Music Co.
149-152

PLAID SHIRTS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PLAID SHIRTS

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
366 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

$2.97
i WITH ZIPPER $337)

e's^f'e’C'g'C'tV'rs’e'Ct'CXNpewndl

Every-Other-Day
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God hath not given us the spirit
of fear; but of power, apd of love,
and of a sound mind.—2 Timothy

Butch, The Blitzer

Rockland Boy Has His
Powerful Right All Read'.
For Bangor Opponent
Last week at the Rockland Ath
letic Club, a real thrill was experi
enced by all when the Butch
Wooster of old came cut o! h.
corner, tearing into hls cppoi. n
with all the vim and vigor he l
to display. He proved tnat ne stii
has a sock left in his good right
hand, “The Mary Ann” by knock
ing out the fast Salem Thomas in

the fourth round. It was not that
Thomas couldn't take it, but it is
doubtful if anyone could stand up
under the assault when Butch
starts his blitzkreig.
But that was last week, and
Butch has sworn that his days of
boxing are over and he Intends to
go out fighting. In meeting Tommy
Burns of Bangor Friday night.
Butch is determined to do away
with him the same way—but
Tommy also has his own ideas
which are not to go down in defeat,
but to beat Butch at his own game
which would be quite a feather in
his cap. as well as promising other
bouts.
In the semi-final, another torrid
bout is expected, when the popular
Eddie <K O.) Brierley of Belfast
squares off against the fast boxer.
Plash Wise of Bangor Brierley is
.t present rated with the best
in th»> State, but it’s
joir.g tc be a tcugh job getting by
Flash, '.vii;i

Rockland Lodge of Masons ob
Brown and Raymond Thayer of
North Haven. The honorary bear- j served past masters' night Tues
ers were County Attorney Jerome day night at the hall of Knox
! C. Burrows, County Commissioner Lodge in South Thomaston. Pill
11 Adin L. Hopkins, Joseph W Rob- j ing the principal chairs were: Dr.
's' inson, Joseph Emery, Benjamin L. ' Harry L. Richards, worshipful
“re Segal and Fred M Blackington.
. master;
Jesse
E.
Bradstreet.
L.
Interment was in Sea View ceme- ' senior warden; Capt. J. A. Ste
of tery. Ncrth Haven.
vens. junior warden; L. R. Kel, ‘
The death of Foy W. Brown! lar. senior deacon; Leroy A. Chat
2^ which occurred suddenly last Fri- to. junior deacon.
Candidate
— day evening on the steamship ) Huntley receive^ the third degree.
bearing him home from a visit with | Supper was served. Visitors were
his son Paul in Havana, marks the present from Union. Friendship.
fd. passing of a comparatively young Thomaston and Waldoboro, the
,r" i man who had been most actively hall being filled almost to cap
at' identified with almost every func- acity.
n“ tion in his home town, and who
had been closely identified with so
VIVA CHRISTMAS
ls1 cial. business and political affairs
[For The Courier-Oazette]
[ on the mainland.
Christmas ls coming! the day drsweth
. near!
He was born Oct. 20, 1889, at
of all days throughout the
en North Haven, son of Mr. and Mrs The beat
whole year—
ie" J. O. Brown. He attended the The day when the kids, with their
faces aglow.
fle town schools and Mechanic Arts Are expecting
Old Santa through the
cold and the snow.
High School in Boston, later gradu[|T- r.ting frem the YMC.A Automo To bring them for playthings me
chanical toys.
bile Schcol in Boston. His father And there's
naught to hls liking as
H“ was a widely known boat builder
the girls and the boys
And
between
old friends—and we
M and it was with him in tire capacity
trust some new—
of machinist tliat he worked until Exchanged will be greetings, and gifts
not a few.
the latter s death in 1927, having
I may It be wtth kindness and
A become a partner in the business And. oh
love
i the previous year. The concern's For the Master of Life, who now
above.
jS affairs were being ably continued Whosereigns
birth Is remembered ut each
tinder tlie son's management.
vears end
of admirers, who esteem him
The deceased had figured promi- By a host
as friend
JS nently in North Haven town afls none other name found
jS fairs since he became a voter, and There among
men
That
can
save us from sin. and
W had served many terms as town
change our dim ken
clerk. Two years ago he was re- From things that perish to things
that endure
£ elected for a second six-year term
Such as Love. Peace and Truth, and
j* as county commissioner, a position
things that's pure
which hb was filling with marked
W R Walter
North Waldoboro.
ability and faithfulness.
£
He was a member of North Ha
ul* yen's first band, and was again COVRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
found in its ranks after it re-organffi ized. At one time he was its leader.
He was one of the directors of the
■i* First National Bank of Rockland.
the North Haven Knights of Pythias Lodge. Rockland Lodge. B. P
A O. E, the Masonic fraternity in
JS Vinalhaven and Rockland i Lodge,
w Chapter and Commandery) and
A the Rockland Lions Club.
WHITE OR BROWN
/ft) Mr. Brown enjeyed to the highSHEEPSKIN CUFF
est degree the confidence and esSizes 8‘j to 3
teem of the North Haven Summer
A residents, and was on especially inA timate terms with the Lindberghs
and Morrows.
He was highly
» .‘■killed as a navigator, and knew
® the waters of Penobscot Bay as one
knows an open book. Tlie boat
named for his father had msde
• many trips across the bay and ln
fog or in storm its passengers had
never felt uneasiness when he was
A at the wheel.
SHEEPSKIN
J? Possessing a most genial personality and ever ready to lend assiatance where it was needed, Foy
/fa Brcwn made friends wherever he
Men*a, Women's, Children's
went and these friendships today
TOP GRADE
’ stand as a bulwark of comfort for
a sadly bereaved family.
Mr. Brown is survived by hls
mother; his wife, who was formerb' Winona Mills; two sons----- Paul.
who is with the military forces in
fr the Canal Zone and James, who has
WOMEN'S. CHILDREN'S
employment in Springfield. Mass ;
zq two daughters Deris and Ivalou who
live at heme; and the two sisters
ej above mentioned.
‘

AiMIHBiaA ^ra<^e

I ORANOI V

A&P store* will

IIHBLerfll »awe
A&p
on aft

close all day

Wednesday.

your food

Christma* Day.
Dec. 25th. Open

netda!

Monday and

We’re happy to co-operate

Tuesday evenings

for your

with the Federal Surplua

convenience.

Fooda Stamp Plan.

462 MAIN STREET

Rockland Stores Only

IUNB NORTHERN
FANCY FRESH

J
A
2
WOTTON’S
LAST MINUTE CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

A

ANOTHER SHIPMENT

HORSMAN DOLLS

HUMMING BIRD HOSIERY
In Nylon, at
In Silk, at

LEAVE YOUR ORDER NOW for the size you need!
P’NJOY a real treat this Christmas—plan to serve one of A&P’s tasty,
tender Pilgrim Turkeys.

need—large or small.

Leave your order now for the size you

The price will be low—the quality high;

a

combination that has made A&P Turkeys so popular.

$1.35 A
79c. $1.00 and $1.15
LUGGAGE

WHOLE or
EITHER HALF

A

SNOW BOOTS

A

II

Ladies’ Fitted Cases in Airplane
numbers, at $5.95, $6.95. $10.95 up
In Leather Fitted Cases, at
$5.95
up to $25.00
Week-End Cases
from $2.98
up to $10.00
Men’s Gladstone Leather Bags,
at $7.98. $10.98 and $16.95

UMBRELLAS
Beautiful new numbers at—
$1.98. S2.98 and $3.98

HANDKERCHIEFS
From our Christmas numbers
in beautiful patterns, hand made
at 10c. 25c. 39c, 50c and up

A

5
A

SLIPPERS

2
A

A

OVERSHOES

A

“It is an utter error to ascribe
the same qualities to a whole popu
lation, too often called a race.' —
Dr. Franz Boas.

R. E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MF.

NOW AT
THE

IB

4 TO 4H LB
AVERAGE

'L

FOR CHILDREN

A
A
A

GENUINE SPRING

I

LB

NATIVE-FOR BROILING
OR FRYING

LB

ftT
tO I

LB

BONELESS
Heavy Steei Beel

lAIA
lIvIO Whole or Shank Half LB
lift

LOWEST

SUNNYFIELD

PRICE IN
HISTORY

SUNNYFIELD

inlO Whole ot Either Halt LB

EIGHT O’CLOCK
POUND
BAG

EONED AND ROLLED
IF DESIRED

1 LB
BAGS

2

HEAVY STEER BEE

GLORIFY

HEAVY STEER BEEF - PORTERHOUSE,
SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND, N Y. SIRLOIN

MACKEREL
FANCY

with crtzmy-tmooth. top
quality Ann Page Szlad
Dressing. Like all ,3 nation
ally-famous Aon Page Foods,
il's both made and »old by
AAP, which eliminates many
usual in-between .xpen.es
from (l cost to you.

STEAKS
ROASTS

LB

SMELTS
MEDIUM

LB

OYSTERS

ANN PACE

fy&ih Jfuuii & Oeqaiabha

CRANBERRIES CAPE COD LB 19'
PASCAL CELERY
CELERY CUSP & WHITE
2 bchs 2 3'
HUBBARD SQUASH 3 .10
YELLOW ONIONS
10 27
ORANGES CA
GRAPEFRUIT FLORIDA

DRESSING
b, Q«T 25c

«ch15

OUR BEST SELLER
iXV x BECAUSE IT'S YOUB
BEST BUY!

Chhi&hnaA
Savings!

A&P

SOFT TWIST
Pure Lard SU=D po^
Family Flour
Pastry Flour field hag
Sharp Cheese WELL CURED LB

NEW 100% PURE
HYDROGENATED
VEGETABLE SHORTENING

* # ji

Morning Sun Peas
"mrIO®
A&P SEEDED Raisins 2 PKGS 15®
A&P SEEDLESS Raisins 4 PKGS 25®
Sauce
o^spZ
‘^z11®
Squash 0,pua“pk,n 3^25®
Squash
2^13®
Yukon Tonics Z 4 VO?I29C
Walnuts . lcbalSaBag lb23c
Mixed Nuts
CELLOLBBAG 21®
HIGH QUALITY ASSORTMENT

313-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Krohler
The magic name

The Gift Supreme'

A Christmas blessed with tbe Splendid Gifts of Furniture
Living Room

Lane or
Cavalier

FRESH
CHEESE

is a Christmas Long and Warmly Remembered.
Red Skin Cheese

Let Us Serve You From Our Huge Stock

CURED

LB

23®

Sage Cheese

OCCASIONAL

Always Acceptable
Floor, Table,
Bridge

AND
BOl'DOIR

Chairs

PLAY MUSICO

Red Cross

Mattresses
A Super
sensible
Gift

All Patterns
and Sizes

TUNE IN EVERY
TUESDAY NIGHT
AT 7 30

STATION

WBZ-WBZA
WIN A PRIZE
CASH-GROCERIES

Layer Figs 2 kgs 19c pkg 17c
Lux Flakes
“Ao 21®
Crax
14c
Gerber’s baby Cereal PKG 15®
CakeFloir \U,KT 2-£25®
Cake Flour
4p4kog2 20c
Pancake Flour burVs pkc. 8c
Pitted Dates
*^21®
Sterling Salt
6®
Kidney Beans sultana ’can' 5®
Mince Meat ONE PIE 2 CANS 25®
A&P P.iinoe Meat
9e£ 9C
Mince MeatnoNE such 2 pkgs 21®
Fruit Peels DROMEDARY 8pKG 19®
LEMON. ORANGE. CITRON or MIXED FRUITS

Pitted Dates
2^23®
Marvin Pitted Dates V™210c
Stuffed Olives £& %£219®
DO n
notll

P'UM
PUDDING

1

Plum Pudding

IB
TIN

LR
TIN

/ir
C
40

PKG

21®

Q7C 2

LI

PARKER

or

HOME SYLE
BREAD

2l?15e

THE WHOLE FAMILY

LOVES DELICIOUS,
DIGESTIBLE

own*
DATED
DOZEN

ASSORTED

CHOCOLATES
HOLIDAY
WRAPPED
2 LB APC
BOX

HO

1 LB AQQ
BOX
5 LB QQC
BOX

ZO
Ou

RIBBON CANDY
HOLIDAY
WRAPPED

2 LB A7C
BOX

Z|
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Junior Rubinstein Club will
have a chorus rehearsal Friday at
2 o'clock at the Universallst vestry.

The names of Frank Young. AI
Sleeper, Mr, Reed and Carleton
Wooster were omitted from the
names of those attending the Band
Dec. 20—Warren Radio Round Up rehearsal and banquet Sunday.

Our Grange Corner
i

Revue ut Glover hall.
Dec. 21—Camden Benefit Christmas
party at Opera House by Doris Heald
School of Dancing.
Dec. 22—Waldoboro—Dedication of
Waltz Funeral Home.
Dec. 22—Warren Christmas pageant,
"Why the Chimes Rang," at the Con
gregational Church.
Dec. 22—Warren—Christmas pageant
"The Other Wise Man” at the Bap
tist Church
Dec. 25 Christmas Dav
Dec.
26 Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club Christmas Ball at Community
Building
Dec 30 Winter term of city schools
begins
Dec 20 — Thomaston
Operetta,
"Spirit of Christmas ” by grade schools
at Watts hall.
Jan 6-Golden Jubilee guest meet
ing of Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. at
Community Building
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
met Saturday with Wessaweskeag
Grange in South Thomaston, Two
members were admitted by affilia
tion and three by initiation. The
election of officers occupied the
larger part of the afternoon session
and resulted as follows: Worthy
Master. Myron E. oung, Rockland;

THE PERRY MARKETS WISH EVERYONE A

The baked bean supper of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps will be held to
night at the Grand Army Hall
from 5 o’clock to 6.30. The Christ- overseer. Earl Rackliff. South
| mas tree in charge of Winifred Thomaston;
lecturer.
Mildred
Butler and Catherine Libby will
Philbrook. Camden; steward, E. M.
I be at the business meeting.
Tolman. Rockland; assistant stew
Stone workers employed by the ard, Edwin Tyler, South Thomas
St. George Granite Company at ton; treasurer. Leola Robinson, St
Wildcat were being rounded up George; secretary, Scott Rackliffe,
in this city yesterday to complete South Thomaston; chaplain, Eunice
gatekeeper,
the loading of Cullen barge No. 6. Morse, Thomaston;
Tlie craft was towed into Vinal Fred Rice, Camden; Pomona, Florhaven yesterday to take on part lence Young, Rockland; Ceres, Lillllan Rackliff, St. George; Flora, Ha| of a cargo of paving at the Leo Izel Clark. Camden; lady assistant
pold quarry; and later will pro
steward. Edith Sheldon, Camden;
Mrs. Sadie Stimpson ls employed ceed to St; George to receive the
' executive committee member for
at the Automobile Registration balance.
I three years, Charles E Oregory,
office during the rush period.
'Glen Cove.
The Doris Heald School of
The greeting was given by Earl
Private 1st class Albert Barlow Dancing wiil hold a Christmas Rackliff, master of the host
party
for
the
Rockland
pupils,
at
of the 18th engineers, who was
Grange and the response was by
called home by the illness of his the Tower Room of the Community Mary Foster of Owl’s Head. A
mother Mrs. Hnrold Darling, has Building Friday at 4 o'clock, to Joke tree occupied the balance of
returned to Fort Logan In Colora mark the close of the first dancing the afternoon program. After a
school term. Each pupil will be
do.
bountiful sppper the Fifth degree
called on to perform and refresh- was conferred with Robie Ames,
| ments will be served the small master of Waldo Pomona, as mas
A WELCOME GIFT
guests. The main attraction of ter and Mrs. Ames as Pomona.
The stores of Rockland offer course, will be a Christmas tree,
The evening program consisted of
almost anything anybody might
at which time gifts will be ex a play by Evelyn Rcss. Sybil An
want to buy ior a Christmas changed. Classes will be resumed derson and Belle Robarts of Owl's
present, but there's always an Jan. 4. after the Christmas holi Head Grange and six scenes from
easy solution if you are puzzled.
days.
Dicken's Christmas Carol by mem
The Courier-Gazette can be sent
bers of the host Orange. The next
into any place in the United
A business man in the making meeting will be at Pleasant Valley
States three times a week for $3, is William, the 12-year-old son of Grange, Rockland, Jan. 11. The
and we do the mailing. The re
Maurice Bird of Boston. During installation of officers will take
cipient will be grateful to the hls Summer vacation at his father s place at this time, the installing
sender 156 times a year.
former home in this city- William officer to be a State Grange officer.
signed a business contract with Pleasant Valley officers are invited
Fred C. Black, president of Black
Friday at 7 p. m. there will be & Gay Canners, Inc. As a result. to join in the installation.
a special Christmas program at the Bill has been selling "Kid Glove”
Sgt. Ralph M. Smalley and 1st
Church ol tlie Nazarene sponsored brand popcorn at retail in the
class private Franklin Spinney of
by the Sunday School. At the close
town of Winchester. This busi
gifts wiil be given to the children. ness has developed successfully, Battery F. stationed at Fort Mc
Kinley. are guests of relatives here.
There will be a bus at the Com
more especially because the prod
munity Building corner at 6 45 for
uct i9 unusual, and a great many
There will be a State meeting of
all who wish transportation.
repeat orders have been received. i the Gasoline Retail Dealers tomor
Bill's cousin. Jack Timken, has row at 10 o'clock at The Thorndkie
Owl's Head Grange holds a sup started a business with this same I Hotel. All retail dealers are in
per at Wessaweskeag Grange hail popcorn in Montclair. N. J, The vited.
tonight for benefit of building results of this business only prove
fund. Supper 35? children 20c. 530 that this popcorn is just one more
E. C. Moran, Jr., was guest
to 7. Beano and dancing in eve excellent product made in tne speaker before the Kiwanis Club
ning—adv.
Monday night and the Camden
State of Maine.
Rotary Club Tuesday noon, dis
Beano at the Elks every Friday
cussing in each instance the in
BORN
night
129-tf
Phillips At Knox Hospital. Dec 14. ternational situation.
Visit Lucien K. Green At Son for
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
DIED
Dresses Complete stocks always
Ames—At Camden. Dec 18. Mrs Lu
on hand. New merchandise coming cia F Amrs, formerly of Rockland.
ln every day at moderate prices.
IN MEMORIAM
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
In memory of Jerrold L. Smith who
School street. Rockland.
107-tf went away Dec. 18. 1936.
I cannot say and I will not say
That he ls dead.

PUBLIC SUPPER
At the Methodist Church
Saturday, December 21
5.00 to 7.00 o'clock

35c

151-152

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax includedl
IMTh-tf

Por somewhere back of
Where loneliness never
He lives ln the land cf
Mid the blue and gold

the sunset
dies.
glory
of the skies.

Lovingly remembered by hls mother
and sisters.
•

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all the nurses of
Knox Hospital for the kindness shown
me during my recent stay there, also
Drs Jameson. Dennison. Brown Was
gatt, and my home doctor. Dr. Coombs,
and all my relatives and friends for
the cards, letters and other gifts sent
me. It was all greatly appreciated
Mrs Ralph Benner
8outh Waldoboro

Not too late to buy a wonderful
Philco electric refrigerator at a
bargain price. Senter Crane's.—
adv.

TIIE

DEAN’S SAUERKRAUT

ELECTRIC SHOP

Did you want to make a nice
Christmas present? Why not
bay your friends some of Ed.
Dean's Sauerkraut. 1 put it up in

E. K. JONES

Electrical Appliances
Servicing and Repairing
of all kinds

Call 639-J
*0 CAMDEN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Open Every Evening Through
The Holidav Season
151-152

Miss Louise M. McIntosh,* who
is employed by Penobscot Fish Co.
has received a Civil Service ap
pointment, and goes Jan. 2 to Fort
Williams. Portland where sihe will
have a position as senior stenog
rapher.

For Christmas Gifts. Dresses
Just received in the new' pastel
colors. Moderately priced. Bur
dell's Dress Shop. 16 School St.—
adv.

—THE PERRY MARKETS.

l£l£And here's hoping Santa Claus will bring you “just what you want.” There’s nothing
quite so satisfactory as a bountiful Christmas Dinner . . . for that occasion we have everything
you need—from the first course to the last—Jams and Jellies, Candy, Nuts, Sweets and all the
flxins’... Here you will find the best of everything; and here you will have the choicest the
markets afford ... all offered to you under the most sanitary conditions, and all accompanied
by our usual Prompt, Courteous, Service!

OFFERING YOU THE BEST IN THE

“SEASONS EATINGS”

TURKEYS
yr^FThe time honored Turkey, roasted a golden brown, and
oh, so tender and flavorsome when it is one of our Selected
Birds. Heavy with meat cn the breast and joints . . . The best
that can be bought at any price. To he assured rf obtaining
an extra fine bird we urge you to select yours NOW. You may
leave it in our modern coolers until needed.
WE SHALL HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF NATIVE

CHICKENS-DUCKS-GEESE-FOWL
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TABLE

CHRISTMAS
CANDY
FANCY

,

CHOCOLATES
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

1 Ib Box............... 25c
5 Ib Box................ 75c
ASSORTED

HARD CANDY

~

POP CORN BALLS

\'DONT

All ready to eat, or for decora
tion. Each one is wrapped in
colored cello
I will add color to
your ( hristn -j tree.

}BOTHER

y

\^/ TO MAKE

ANYMORE

SINCE I
DISCOVERED

MIXED

FRESH AfOSSr

XMAS CANDY
2 lbs 25c

NOT DRY)

A SPECIAL TREAT FOR ALL
CHOCOLATE COVERED

GOFKAUF’S
TOYTOWN

Peanut Clusters
box 15c
ON THE COB

3 lbs 29c

BURPEES

CANDY FILLED

Xmas Stockings
3 for 10c

FUNERAL HOME
TOY AUTOMOBILES S5.95 up

$1.19 up

SCOOTERS,

This Christmas buy a Full Peek
Box of Blark & Gay’s

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

POP CORN

Ambulance Servici
• • •

TREE STANDARDS,

TREE MATS,

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

TREE LIGHTS,

9 CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

440 MAIN ST.

PURITAN
OLD FASHIONED

$3.19 up

SKATES.

WSMdfi

GIRLS’
KIDDYKOOP.
CUTLERY SET,
COOKING SET.
KITCHEN CABINET,
SWEEPING SET,

TREE LIGHT BULBS, 2 for 5C
TREE LIGHT BULBS,
MAZDA.
Sc
LARGE BULBS,
5c up

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL 801-W

3

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
2 Tins 21/i

«
X

WAFERS
lb pkg 35c

PUDDING, by Heinz
To England Heinz went for magic recipes of old fashioned
holiday pudding. From Greece to California for lusrious fruits.
And so Heinz Pudding teems with feast dav deliriousne ss. Ready
to heat and enjoy. DATE, PLUM AND FIG.

NONE SUCH

FOR THAT

MINCE
MEAT

TURKEY DRESSING

2

Pkgs.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH,
VELVET TOBACCO,

Ib tin
Ibtin

TREE RECIPE

Lg. Loaves

OYSTERS

21/

Ib tin cq
Ib tin

2

ruKs 3 Doz. 41/

ORANGES, large juicy Floridas.......... doz 19c
LETTUCE........................... 2 Ige heads 15c
GRAPEFRUIT, large size............... 4 for 19c
McIntosh apples...................... 5 ibs 25c
POTATOES, Maine, U. S. No. 1............ pk 17c
CRANBERRIES. Cape Cod.................. qt 19c

75c
79c

15c BUTTER
SODA CRACKERS,
2 Lb. Box 14/ SUGAR
GRAHAM CRACKERS, 2 Ib box 19c
OLEO
BABY LUNCH CRACKERS, 3^x29/
FLOUR
SOUTHERN FRUIT CAKE,
Each 29/
EGGS
CARAMEL POP CORN, 3 bags 25c
Coo*^

BAKER'S FAMOUS

ORANGES

GEORGE WASHINGTON TOBACCO.
GRANGER TOBACCO,

BREAD, Honey Boy,

peck box 33c

RUM AND BUTTER OR MINT

STEWING BEEF,
HAMBURG STEAK,

See Our Low Prices on Dills, Edgeworth, Bond Street, Briggs, Luxury,
Leader, Model, Half and Half, Prince Albert and Many Others.

ALL READY TO EAT

BLOCKS

lenter Cuts
Ib 1
ius Homemade lb 1
CUT FROM
FRESH BACON, NATIVE
lb 1
PIGS
PIG’S LIVER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 lbs
BEEF LIVER.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib
TOP ROUND STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 33c
SIRLOIN STEAK,
Boneless
Ib 29c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK, Boneless Ib 33c
SIRLOIN STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 25c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK.. .. .. .. .. . lb 29c
CUBED STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 27c

We Carry a Complete Line of Tobacco and Pipe Deals

FOR
HOLIDAY

Old Fashioned
Sponge Candy
LARGE
OC/

2'j TO 3 LB. AVERAGE

CHRISTMAS TOBACCO
i

TO ROAST

2 tins 65/

Pint

25/

STEP INTO OUR MAIN STREET
.STORE SATURDAY AND SEE
TIIE GOLD MEDAL SANTA
CLAUS FEATURING

WHEATIES, 2 pkgs 21c
BISQUICK, Ige pkg 28c
CORN KIX, 2 pkgs 23c

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR Beg 99/
County Roll
Ib. 39/
10 Ibs. 50/
3 Ibs. 25/
ALL
PURPOSE

/*Qp

21<i LB

OJJb

BAG

Doz.
pullets Doz.

LARGE NATIVE
native

33c
25c

SUGAR CONFECTIONER'S 3<* $ 19c
SAGE CHEESE ..
kg

SURE- “■
M1X

hi.
CAN

SOMETHING DELICIOUS

BOYS’

DART GAMES,
98c Up
TEXAS CAP SHOOTING
GUN,
98<’
TELEPHONE.
$109
FIREMAN S SET.
98c
BOWLING AILEY.
$2-9»
ELECTRIC TRAINS, $1.49 up

PORK

PAPER SHELL

PUDDING
Tin 10/

WMINCE MEAT

LB.

19/
23/
2 qts. 19/

FRESII ROASTED

Peanut Crisp .... Ib 23c
Kisses.......... 2 lbs 29c
Corn Cakes .... doz 10c

CHERRIES
lb box 25c

TOP QUALITY
ASSORTMENT

SELECTED LITTLE PIG

FANCY QUALITY

CHOCOLATE COVERED

152-153

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

MIXED NUTS
WALNUTS
PEANUTS
PECANS
FRUIT

POPCORN

Ambulance Service

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE.......... 2 lbs 49c
MINCE MEAT.......................... 2 Ib jar 23c
DROMEDARY DATES, pitted....... 2 pkgs 23c
PUMPKIN, Maine pack............ 2 Ige tins 19c
SQUASH, Maine pack............ 2 Ige tins 19c
MINCE MEAT, old time.............. 2 pkgs 19c
JELL-O, all flavors.................... 4 pkgs 19c
FRIEND’S BAKED INDIAN PUDDING .. tin 10c
FRIEND’S RICE PUDDING............... tin 10c
SEEDLESS RAISINS................. 3 pkgs 19c
SEEDED RAISINS..................... 2 pkgs 15c
GRAPE JUICE........................... qt bot 25c
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF.............. Ige tin 18c
STICKNEY & POOR STUFFING......... pkg 10c
SALADA TEA. Red Label......... i/2 Ib pkg 38c
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR.......... pkg 20c

3 for 10c

MINCE MEAT

I Gallon Jan ............................. 91.13

Wooden Kits
1.25
Gallon Kegs ................. 233
4 Gallon Kegs ...................... 3.00
1 ran send it anywhere in the
United Slates
EDWIN A. DEAN
Tel. 671-J,
Rockland, Maine

RIBBON CANDY
2 lb box 29c

Lb Cello Bag......... 17c
Lb Glass Jars......... 21c

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money bark if not
delighted. 11. A. MARR. Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine.
$1.00). On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store. Rockland. 122Th-tf

ANOTHER CHRISTMAS
B^$gAnother occasion when we can express publicly the good will we feel to a
community which has bestowed on us so fully its faith, interest and patronage.

Phillips, a

to Mr and Mr-, Lewis
daughter Janice Lee

Page Three*

COTTAGE CHEESE

«.

PURE LARD 3-21/

LAVAsoaP
CLEANS QUICKLY ...

HELPS PROTECT THE SKIN

< NCWCME-MRTON

SUNSHINE EDGEMONT SUGAR HONEY

GRAHAM CRACKERS;16c
WE REDEEM ORANGE AND BLUE STAMPS

THE PERRY MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FQR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

Lasell Junior College arrived Wed- .
WARREN
nesday to spend a vacation with |
Chester D. Stone Post, VF.W
her parents Mr. and Mrs. E. G. '
Auxiliary will hold a benefit party
Miller.
Friday night at the Mank Town
Jack Forester and William schoolhouse.
Waters of the University of Maine ' Sermon topic Sunday morning
have been recent guests of Mr. at the Congregational Church will
and Mrs. Andrew Currie.
be "The Star In the Sky." Special
Mrs. Carroll French spent the
music has been arranged. Church
weekend in Boston.
school will meet at 9.30. The
The Woman’s Club met Tues Christmas pageant will be given at
day at Community Oarden Club 5 o'clock, followed by the Church
house and prepared articles for and Church school tree, and a
Christmas baskets to be distribu short concert given by the orches
ted to needy families. Hostesses tra. Light refreshments will be
were Mrs. A. D. Oray. Mrs. Wen served.
dell Blanchard. Mis Dora Oay and
"The Star of Bethlehem" will be
Mrs. Forrest Eaton.
the topic of the sermon at the
Meenhaga Orange worked the morning service at the Baptist
flrst and second degrees on can Church. Special music will feature
didates Monday night.
the anthem "Ring Bells of ChrlstMrs. Lauriston Davis of Friend 'mas." Church school will meet at
ship is visiting her sister. Mrs. [ noon. The pageant “The Other
Byron Witham.
Wise Man." to be given at 7 o'clock,
The Methodist Church annual will be preceded by a short worship
Christmas tree and concert will be service. Christmas carols. Scripture
held Sunday night at 7 o'clock.
and prayer.
Miss Madeleine Haskell is ill
with tonsilitis.
Mrs. Flora Peabody has been ill.
Her cousin. Mrs. Oeorge White of
Orland has been spending several
days with her.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig Is exfiected
home from Knox Hospital the lat
ter pert of tlie week.
Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge en
joyed a Chistmas party Tuesday .
Supper was served.
•
The Baptist Church will have a
concert and Christmas tree Sun
day night at 7 o’clock.
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey will ar
rive from Philadelphia Saturday
to spend Christmas with her
mother Mrs. Maude Clark Oay.
She will be Joined before the holi
day by Mr. Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess. Mrs.
Philip Lee and daughter, Elsie.
Mrs. Ernest Castner and two chil
dren W’ere guests Wednesday of
Mrs. Maynard Robinson in Port
land.
Poster Jameson was In Pittsfield,
Monday and Tuesday, attending a
Soil Conservation Conference.
Miss Eleanor Miller a student at

William P. Burpee

WEEKEND SPEGALS
Give Eatables This Year For Christinas
Swift’s Premium Hams Christmas Wrapped
Fancy Assortment of Candies in Attractive Packages
Famous Chocolates ................. 35 Greene's Peppermint
Patties .................................... 25
Buttercup Farm
.29
Ribbon Candy
2 lbs .32 Purity Cream Mints ............... 29
High Grade Hard Candies.
Chicken Bones .................
.29
.19 and 39
Wilbur's Solid Chocolates, .25 Wilbur's Rum and Butter
Jane Grey's Thin Mints .... 225
Patties ....-............................ 25

California Hydrated Dates, pkg 25c
Christmas Wrapped Cigars, Tobacco and
Cigarettes
For your Christmas Dinner we have as nice a lot of
Poultry as was ever shown in Rockland

NATIVE PULLETS. CHICKEN AND FOWL
Everything indicates prices will be low again

FANCY PORK ROASTS
N. B. C. Shredded Wheat makes splendid dressing,
(we can furnish recipe)
Also we have Chestnuts for Dressing

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS. Gladys
Murphy and
Ellen Knowlton, both of Rockland, ln
the County of Knox and State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated
June 4. 1934. recorded In the Knox
Registry of Deeds Book 241 Page 19.
' conveyed to the Home Owners Loan
Corporation, a Corporation duly es1 tablished under the laws of the
United States of America, having Its
offlce and principal place of business
in Washington. District of Columbia
the following described real estate,
situated ln Rockland, ln the County
of Knox and State of Maine
"A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, and
known as the homestead of the
late Nellie Q Ulmer, located on
the North side of Park Street. In
said Rockland, and the land adacent thereto as owned by her.
lut excepting and reserving the
field on the South side of Park
Street and opposite said home
stead Also excepting and reserv
lng from the above described
premises, such mineral rights as
nave been heretofore conveyed by
said Nellie G. Ulmer or ber for
bears "
WHEREAS the condition of said
Mortgage
ls broken
TMAC Flos °* tomt
Now. therefore, by reason of the
o»a,lob,• ro,.,
breach of tbe condition thereof, the
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation
by Dlsha W Pike Its Attorney there
unto duly authorized by Its power of
attorney dated October 1 1906 snd
recorded ln the Knox County Registry
Rockland. Me.
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims
a foreclosure of said mongage and
gives this notice for that purpose.
Dated this tenth day of December.
A D 1940
HOME OWNERS LOAN
GASOLINE
CORPORATION.
By Elisha W Pike
- DIESEL
149-Th-155

i

Yes sir,built
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MUNSEY AUTO SALES. 21 Limerock St,,

GMC TRUCKS
“ --- ------------g- - F -

—

TURKEYS
We shall have especially fancy Northern Turkeys,
raised and fed by experts for quality and flavor.
Order early. You will say it is the best you ever had.

Pascal and White Plume Celery, Cranberries,
Mixed Nuts. Layer Raisins, Plum and Fig Puddings.
Fruit Cake. Crosse & Blackwell’s Maine Made and
Friend’s Mince Meat, Jellies, Marmalade,
Popcorn. Many Kinds of Cheese, Grape Fruit,
Oranges. Grapes. Bananas, Pears and Apples
MEMERRY CHRISTMAS^
SURPLUS COMMODITIES
Which May Be Purchased With Blue Stamps
BUTTER
EGGS
ONIONS
POTATOES
RAISINS
PRUNES
ORANGES
RICE
HOMINY GRITS
APPLES
PORK
DRY BEANS
PEARS
LARD
FLOUR
GRAPE FRUIT
CORN MEAL
GRAHAM
CABBAGE
We are making especially low prices on these items.
BRING YOUR STAMPS HERE

I

J. A. JAMESON CO.

!

743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

r
I
r
I

'V

FEAST
*** Ur*'

UNDER THE SPREADING

THE IMPORTANT BUSINESS of holiday
feasting comes to a head on Christmas
Day. Prepare for it! In your plans for
this grand occasion don't forget to look
over your rooking utensils and see if they
are adequate for the feast. Our selection
is extensive—our prices are low—check
your needs and come in today.

Christmas Tree
WHITMAN’S CANDIES
In complete supply
PAGE & SHAW’S
LOVELL & COVEL’S
In handsome Christmas Baskets

These gifts will have places

of honor under many Christmas trees because they are
things people want but sel

dom

buy for themselves.

No need to go a step farther

Also

to go right through your list,

CIGARS. CIGARETTES. TOBACCOS
In Holiday Wrappers

choosing gifts that please,
and
your

Every-Other-Day
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staying

well

Christmas

TIMELY NEEDS

Knapp Monarch Sandwich
Toaster,
$5.95

Sunbeam Toast ’n Jam Set,
with Deluxe Toastmaster $17.95

within
budget.

Come to the Corner Drug

Sunbeam Mixmaster, complete
with Accessories,
$23.95

Store today for the most

pleasant shopping possible.

Our selection is large.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
Schick’s Electric Razors,
$9.75, $12.50, $15.00
Shaving Brushes,,
35c to $5.00

CAMERAS
$2.00 up

Pyrex Flameware, Double
Boiler, 1 quart,
$3.45

Full line of

Kaywoodie
PIPES
S3.50-S12.50
Yardley Toilet Sets
Cutex Nail Sets,
$1.00 to $5.00
Old South Colognes, $1.00 and $1.75
Old Spice Sets,
$1.00 to $10.00

Coty’s Gift Sets
Evening in Paris Sets
Early American “Old Spice”
Williams’ Men’s Sets. 89c
Full line of Men’s Bill Folds

Razor Sets

35c to $5.00

FLAMEWARE
COFFEEMAKER
It's fun watching
your coffee brew.
Helps you get it
thc right strength,
too.

MAIN
$T
HRRDWRREo.
ST 1 PAINTS -STOVES • KITCHENWARE ,
V*

$ •

.c

” FORMERLY VEA HE'I *

441 MAIN ST.

STORE
SCDRNER DRUG0IC.
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGISTS

$2.95 up

Cory Coffee Maker,

lik

MAIL
(ORDERS

3<Z) TEL.378
TFl 378 Gl
MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS -ROCKLAND

ROCKLAN D

2b0

LEARN WELDING
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
Be a Qualified Welder
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates

3 SUMMER ST.

BATH WELDING CO.
BATII, ME.

TELEPHONE 992
147*152

Continued from Page One)
of Europe on a bicycle. Choice
bits of unusual scenery, strange
people and customs were the re
sult of his bicycle trips. His ex
tensive travels gave him a wide
sketching experience under fav
orable and unfavorable conditions,
and annoyances of curious people
speaking various tongues. He told
of one disturbing experience in
Spain, where children besmeared
his painting with mud and finally
wrecked his easel.
Mr Burpee never received ex
tended academic training in art
but did study for a time with one
William Bradford of New York on
the recommendation of the late
David Smith. Mr. Smith owned
two or more of Mr. Bradford's
paintings and asked Mr. Burpee to
copy one of them, and make cer
tain changes in color and value.
Mr. Burpee's work compared very
favorably and in some points ex
celled that of this master painter.
However, at the suggestion of Mr.
| Smith he became a pupil of the
New York artist.
Mr. Burpee maintained studios
in Boston for many years. When
a disastrous fire occured in one of
the studios he lost several valu
able sketches and) paintings. His
work has been widely exhibited. A
large oil painting shown at the
St. Louis Exposition was awarded
a bronze medal for superior
draughtmanship and refined color
ing. His paintings grace the walls
of many fine homes and public
buildings in this country.
"The Source of the Jordan.’’ a
large painting hanging in the
' baptistry of the First Baptist
i Church, is a gift of the artist in
I memory of his grandfather. Heman
I Burpee, a former deacon of the
| church. This picture is charming
in color and atmosphere and is
| much admired. Another fine pic
j ture of the artist is a choice pos| session of our Public Library.
Mr. Burpee was equally at home
in handling various mediums of
| expression, including oil. water| color and pastel. He found pastel
' more satisfactory ln obtaining
, fleeting effects and many of hls
' European sketches are in this
medium. Mr. Burpee was especial
ly successful in depicting the sea
in all its moods: his rough sea pic
tures have won widespread praise
for their boldness and exquisite
color.
The passing of Mr Burpee re
moves from the art world a man of
great skill; a gentleman, modest
and unassuming to a marked de
gree; a kind and loving character;
a man who loved his work and
like the true artist was ever striv
ing for perfection. His painting
speaks far more eloquently than
words can describe lt and has a
certain appeal to the poetic and
artistic imagination.
Mr Burpee's Impressionism con
formed to the principles of truth
and beauty and he was one of the
best of those painters who used
broken color to produce the effect
of vibrating light.
In these days of ultra modernis
tic painting it is most pleasing to
j have known an outstanding artist
who considered correct drawing
and refined color among the funda
mentals of good art.
—By E. L. Brown
• • • •

Many old friends attended fu
neral services yesterday at the
First Baptist Church, for William
P. Burpee, with Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald
officiating.
Bearers
were E. L. Brown, Edwin H. Crie,
Donald C. Leach and J. E. Ste
vens. Interment was in the fam
ily lot in Sea View cemetery.

In writing a card to inclose with
presents or a gift to a friend, don't
make the message too flowery or
sentimental. Sign it with your
given and last name, except in the
case of a very intimate friend,
when you may simply sign your
flrst name.
PUBLIC

NOTICE

TO THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF
THE CITY OF ROCKLAND. MAINE
Central Maine Power Company, a
corporation duly organized and exist
ing under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Maine, and having Its
principal offlce and place ot business
in Augusta. In the County of Ken
nebec, ln said State, and authorized
to transmit and distribute electricity
ln the City of Rockland Maine./In
accordance with the general statutes
relating to that business, hereby pe
titions for permission In accordance
with law. to erect and maintain poles
with cross-arms carrying wires, to
gether with the necessary sustaining
and supporting wires and fixtures re
quired therefor, upon, and along the
following named highways and pub
lic roads In said City of Rockland:
Reconstruction of the pole plant to
Include the relocation of several
poles on Maverick 8treet; on Talbot
Ave, (Union St to top of Talbot
Avenue hill); North Main Street. (Ran
kin Block to R-R Railroad crossing);
Broadway. Pole 43 to 83 lnoluslve.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER
COMPANY.
By H P Blodgett
H P Blodgett Division Manager.
November 29, 1940
Rockland Maine. December 3. 1940
Upon the foregoing petition, lt ls
Ordered: That a hearing be held
thereon at the City Council Room,
ln the City of Rockland on Monday,
the sixth day of January. 1941. at 7 30
o'clock ln the afternoon at which
ttme and place residents snd owners
of property upon the highways to be
affected thereby shall have full op
portunity to show cause why such
permit should not be granted; and
that public notice thereof be given
by publishing a copy of said petition
attested by the City Clerk, together
with this order of notice thereon,
once a week for 2 successive weeks ln
the Rockland Courier-Oazette, a news
paper printed ln the said City of
Rockland, the last publication to be
fourteen days before said hearing.
EDWARD R VEAZIE. Mayor
Louis R. Cates.
John Bemet.
F. D. ome.
R C. Perry,
William J. Sullivan,
M M. Condon.
C. M. Havener.
Aldermen.
A True Copy
Attest:
E R. KEENE.
City Clerk.
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SMALL house to let at 25 McLoud
St TEL 527 M
___________ 153‘IM
TWO or 3 room furnished apt
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or II JAMES ST__________ 151-tf

LOST AND FOUND
HALF-grown male kitten lost, yellow
and white Return to 30 Chestnut S’,
or TEL 1252-M
150-.52
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 37038 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK. By Edward J Hell'er Treas. Rockland. Me De<- 12,
1M0
149* Th 155

WANTED
WANTED Man with car for profit
able Rawlelgh Route
Must be sat
Isfied with good living at start Write
RAWTFTGHS. DEPT MEL-73-101, Al
bany. N. Y______________________ 152-lt

WAITRESS wanted Immediately at
THE OPEN KITCHEN 468 Main St..
Rockland.
152’lt
RADIATOR wanted (hot water) 100
or 120 feet Two radiators would do.
ALBERT T. THURSTON. Tel 648
Rockland
152*154
LOCAL department store has open
lng for 2 salesmen to follow up store
customers ln field. Applicant must
be over 30, have car. be In position
to work steady. For Interview ap-,
polntment. write P O BOX 176 Lew
iston, Me , giving past experiences and i
why you wish to be considered

POSITION as offlce clerk wanted,
experienced and good references TEL
1247-W.
151*153
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
cared for and delivered T. J FLEMINO, 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 137*148-tf

ATTRACTIVE apartment, recently
redecorated to let. on Lisle St. Light
and he it furnished TEL 1178 150-152
SEVEN-room tenement on Crescent
St., to let; newly papered and whit
ened. flush, lights and water. 812 TEL
785_R__________________________ 151*153
TWO-room furnished apt to le?
after Sunday: hot water, use of bath;
adults only. 23 Cedar St.. TEL 865-J
________________________________ 150-152
HOUSE to rent at 17 Suffolk St a
ro ms and bath, garage furnace; also
at Otis St 6-room house with same
convenience
Inquire at MRS MAR
GARET KNIGHT. 54 Pleasant St
_____ ____ ______________________ 150-tl
UNFURNISHED apartment to let 4
room-, sun porch toilet and heater
Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W.
_______________________________ 148-tl
• LARGE heated room and hath te
let. 84 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
St.
146-tl
APARTMENT to let at 9 L'meroc
St. Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY

144-1

ROOM to let at 15 Orove St. TEI
579-W. MRS FLORA COLIJNS 145-1

FOR SALE
KITCHEN stove with oil burner for
sale, also automatic pumn and par
lor stove. LAWRENCE MILLER Tel.
1692-M. __
152*154
THREE nice male collie pups for
sale; one pure white. 2 tan with white
collars.
151-153Four weeks old 84 each AL
BERT SHERMAN. Appleton. Tel 7-41
___________ ____
152*154
BLACK tubular shoe skates for sale,
size 6; also 50-ln. Speedway sled, both
like new
TEI, 357-M_______ 152 154
STAR Klneo range for sale, 825 TEL
633-R.__ ;_____________________ 152-155
GLENWOOD kitchen heater with
brass water coll for sale TEL Thom
aston 44 or call at 30 Knox St.. Thom
aston.______________________ 151*153
LARGE solid white kraut cabbage
for sale. 81.50 per 100 lbs. W J WHITE
Thomaston. Tel 154
150*152
VERY best sauerkraut for sale. 40
lbs. keg free, only 82 40 delivered.
Also cabbage, sold In any quantity
H. O STARRETT Warren. Tel 30-2
ISO 155
BROWN Jersey heifer for sale, due
to freshen, 845 ROY CUNNINGHAM.
Jefferson. Me
151*153
NEW 12 bass Italian made accordian
for sale, with case Sold with maker’s
guarantee for one year. Immediate
delivery. 835 CHARLES A. LUNDEfiJ.
Box 572, Tel 396-R
151-153
PURE bred Guernsey cow and calf
for sale
W L MERRIAM. Union.
Tel 8-5________________________150-152
ONE modern white enamel gas stove
for sale, good as new slso dinette set.
Bargain for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave .
TEL 781-3______________________ 143-tf
Hard wooa per toot, fitted. 8150:
Sawed 81 40: long, 8130 M B. * C O.
PERRY. Tel 487.
145-tf
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for sale, 814 50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft, 89: fitted dry hard wood. 81-50 ft.
J. B. PAULSE3L Tel Thomaston 62
145-tf
D 6t H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
814 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
88 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft
not screened 89 ton del.; screened. 810
ton del. M B A C. O. PERRY 519
Main St.. Tel 487
145-tf

NOTICE OF SHERIFF’S SALE ON
EXECUTION OF REAL ESTATE
ATTACHED ON WRIT
KNOX SS
DECEMBER 5. 1940
Taken this fifth dav of December
A. D. 1940, on execution dated the
eighteenth day of November A D
1940. lasued on a Judgment rendered
by the Superior Court for the County
of Knox, at a term thereof begun and
held on the flrst Tuesday of Novem
ber. A. D. 1940, to wit. on the sixteenth
day of November. A D 1940. In favor
of The Federal Land Bank of Springfield a corporation dulv established
under the laws of the United States
of America and having lt« usual place
of business ln the City of Springfield
County of Hampden. Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, against Maurice S.
Powell, of Bridgewater. Massachusetts
formerly of Washington. County of
Knox, State of Maine, for six hun
dred fifty dollars and nineteen cents,
debt or damage, and sixteen dollars
and five cents, costs cf suit, and flf
teen cents for one exe ution. and will
be sold at public auction at tbe offlce
of the Sheriff at the Court House ln
Rockland. County of Knox. State of
Maine, to the highest bidder, on the
flrst day of February, A D. 1941. at
ten o'clock In the forenoon, the fol
lowing described real estate and all
the right, title and Interest which
the said Maurice S Powell, has and
had ln and to the same on the second
day of February. A D 1940. at ten
hours and thirty minutes ln the fore
noon. the time when the same was
attached on the writ ln the same
suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with
thc buildings thereon standing situ
ated In the town of Washington, said
county, bounded and described as
follows, to wit: Bounded on the north
by land of Blrdell Hibbert and high
way leading from Collamore Ridge
to Razorville. on the west by the
Somerville town line, on the south
MAKE “last minute" gifts, subscrip
bv' land formerly owned by the late tions to magazines
Chrls'mas gift
Minnie Turner; on the east by land card furnished free for any periodical
formerly owned by Irving Powell, con R S. SHERMAN. 76 Masonic St.. Tel
taining one hundred (100) acres, more 1168_________________________
152 154
or less, being the homestead of the
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
late Orris M. Turner, and the same
conveyed by Ida D Powell to Maurice lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
S Powell by deed dated November 12. bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron, Cal
1935. recorded ln Knox Registry of cium. Phosphorus. Oet 35c size Ostrex
Deeds. Vol. 253, page 490
Excepting today First package satisfies or mak
Call, write C.
and reserving a certain lot or parcel er refunds low price
of land ln said town of Washington H MOOR & CO . and all other good
145*153
bounded and described as follows: drug stores.
Beginning at the Intersection of the
Collamore Ridge road leading to West
Washington with the Razorville road;
thence running easterly along the
southerly side of said Razorville road.
108 rods to a stone wall at the corner
of land now or formerly of Irvin C.
Powell; thence southerly by said stone
wall and by land formerly of said
Powell to a stone wall st land now
or formerly of Minnie Turner at a
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
olnt marked by a manie tree that thritis
or neuritis pain, try this simple
i notched; thence westerly by the Inexpensive
home recipe that thou
said land now or formerly of Minnie sands are using.
a package of
Turner and a stone wall to the Col Ru-Ex Compound, aGet
week supply,
lamore Ridge road above referred to; today. Mix lt with atwo
quart
water,
thence northerly by the easterly side add the Juice of 4 lemons. of
It's easy.
of said Collamore Ridge road to the No trouble at all and pleasant.
You
place of beginning, and being the need only 2 tablespoon sful two times
same parcel of land conveyed by Mau a
day.
Often
within
48
hours
—
some
rice S. Powell to Arthur F. Hart and times over night—splendid results are
Irving P Tuttle by deed dated March
If the pains do not quickly
5. 1938 and recorded ln Knox Registry obtained
leave and lf you do not feel better, re
of Deeds. Vol 253. page 496.
turn the empty package and Ru-E5t
C EARLE LUDWICK.
wlll cost you nothing to try as lt Is
Sheriff. sold by your druggist under an abso
146 Th-152 lute money-back guarantee.
Ru-Ex
Compound ls for sale and recommend
ed by C H MOOR * COMPANY alld
drug stores everywhere.

MISCELLANEOUS

LEMON JUICE RECIPE
CHECKS RHEUMATIC
PAIN QUICKLY

B

Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
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spiling and demanded S5jOO.
A second later he landed again
in the water, this ttme about five
feet from the wharf. Again he
climbed the spUlng and demanded
:«.(». After a third trip from the
OF
wharf to the water he had only
enough strength left to crawl on
the wharf and begged not to be
By
thrown ln again.
IREE MEMBER
He claimed that he had won the
bet and demanded payment but the
These memory sketches are jotted larger man said, “Oh, no, my friend,
down at random. No set rule Is the bet is neither won, nor lost. I
followed. A flash of memory and can throw you over to Owl's Head
I grab ft and grind It out on ye and I aim to do it. Just give me
old typewriter—of ancient vintage, time. I'm going to keep throwing
like the key pounder, yours truly. you until I get you there!” The
A trained writer, brimming with little man decided he had had
the virus of fluency and writing enough and offered to pay the bet
ability could make these memory but his offer was refused. They
sketches more Interesting but the shook hands and agreed not to dis
ability to sling words with careless agree again.
The readers are at liberty to be
, abandon is not given to all and I
FOR YOUR
must ask the Indulgence of the lieve this yarn or not—let your con
editor and the readers and ramble science and your gullibility be your
! on as best I may and hope that my guide.
The writer lived in Rockland
I murderous assault on the English
J language will prove to be a horrible when the Boy' Band was organized
1 example to budding aspirants to and Iree Member some of the mem
l£The quality is tops and the price will be very low!
fame in the world of literature, and bers who have since become well
cause them to pause before lt ls known in musical circles. Other
Let us attend to your needs—TURKEYS, FOWL,
members gave up band and or
too late.
CHICKEN OR GOQSE!
fyight here I want to tell a chestra work and are now good
little tale "Try has never been citizens engaged In other lines of
SMALL, LEAN. TENDER—3 TO 4 4LB. AVERAGE
beaten, so the story goes. Well, I work. One who gained much pop
knew two men (whose names must ular favor has '“gone the way of
ROCKLAND, ME.
remain a secret) who got in a rather all the earth" but hls memory is
warm
argument one day. The still with us. I refer to the late
LEAN, TENDER
larger of the two men lost his tem Kenneth White. He was a cometper and said, “You've said enough, lst of promise and a lovable char
now button your lip or I’ll grab acter and hls cornet solos were a
FRESH GROl'ND, LEANCENTER Ct’T
you by the seat of your britches feature of many band concerts
and the nape of your neck and toss I given by the Rockland band. He
you across the bay to Owls Head.'’ had many friends and admirers in
“Oh, ye will, will ye'' cried the smal eastern Maine who were grieved to
ler man, "I'll bet ye $5.00 ye can't learn of his passing.
Another member was Atwood
do
It!” "Alright, midget." said the
ALL PORK, HOME MADE
I VUlfC UlCdK, IU t-JV g
Oliver man. "well ga down on Till Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. J.
son's wharf and III show you Smith, formerly of Rockland, now
I LB. I.’VER
residing in Rockport. Atwood was
POCKET HONEY COMB
whether I can or not."
1 LB. BACON,
When they arrived at the wharf a most dependable cornetist and,
the big man took the smaller man later gave a splendid account of
by the above mentioned sections of himself in the Army band, during
NATIVE
PURE
hls anatomy and threw him off into the world war “to make democra
the water. He was thrown only cy safe'—what a sad Joke!
Don Clark played melophone and
about lour feet from the wharf and
came up sputtering, climbed up the Is now salesman for the Maine
Music Company. I called to see
FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN
charge of the body of Foy W. him a year or so back and they told
LARGE STOCK
me he was out selling Instruments,
Celery, Lettuce. Cranberries, Grapes, Plum and Fig «
Brown, who died suddenly on board
and I missed seeing him
Puddings. Mixed Nuts, Oranges. Apples
the steamer, which was due Sun
Ansel Wooster is another mem
day.
Mr.
Brown
was
returning
Sweet Potatoes and Grape Fruit
ber of the Boys’ Band who has
from the Canal Zone, where he stayed with the music game and Is
visited his son Paul, who Is in the new playing with the present Rock
! service.
Mr. Headley returned
land Band. He was a good man
with the remains Tuesday. Serv- In the alto section and very reliable.
WARM. RUGGED
; ices were held Wednesday at the
Francis Havener made good on
HEAVY WOOL
1 Baptist Church.
tho clarinet, went to New York
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter and played in Matt's band for a
meets tonight.
year or two. The Havener family
Mrs. Lucy Coombs is clerking at was very talented. Vlnnle played
Senter Crane's store through the violin, Francis the clarinet and
holidays.
Harold the slide trombone and he.
993
Decorations In the stores and also, went to New York city and
ALSO BREECHES
homes about town add much to the last I knew of him he was hold
] the spirit cf Christmas.
ing what was considered one of
the highest paid trombone Jobs In
that city—first and solo chair ln
art-orchestra in a large new theatre.
I can t recall all the youngsters'
names but do remember that Oscar
Wooster played the tuba, Elmer
Ames and Fred Sherman, trom
bones. Oh .yes. Chester Murro
placed first trombone, too, Mal
colm Smith played alto, Jimmie
Oray played comet, Avard Rich
an and Ernest Munro played snare
drums. Charlie Rose played solo
clarinet. Earl Young played bari
tone and hls brother Frank played
cornet
Some of the above have passed
away, some have given up playing
band Instruments but I believe
there are quite a number of the
boys who are now well known musi
Stop pOPk Sausage makes poultry
cians. Alvin Drake played comet
dressing twice as tasty.
but I don't know what became of
him and there are others I don't
recall Just at the moment. Frank
Young followed up hls training with
Instruction he received in the Army
and is now a fine cornetist and. I
believe, now teaching cornet ln
Rockland. Bob Stevens, I am told,
was Captain of one of the United
States ships during the world war
but Is now in Rockland and plays
solo ln the Rockland band.
I believe the present Rockland
band ls compared ol members of
both the old Rockland Military
Band and members of the old boys'
band and is directed by Oeorge
Law, a former clarinet pupil of
Luther Clark. I am told that the
pupil ls now as good as his teacher
on the clarinet. I wouldn't know,
but, lf he Is, he ls plenty good.
From what I have heard, Law ls a
fine band director, too.
Amory Allen was a dependable
clarinet player in the old band.
Also. Oeorge Blethen, Allie Dunton.
Fresh As All Outdoors
of Hope. "Skeet” Kittredge. Eddie
Armour's CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER
Williamson, etc., Oeorge Everett,
Jim O'Neil and Charlie Robinson
The heart of fine bacon sides, brought
played alto. Doc Richan, “Buck''
to the peak of flavor by“Armour's-Own’'
Pure Pork... made fresh
Orbeton, ‘'Put'’ Young, trombones
curing and “Stop-Watch" smoking! That,
Doc Richan also played French
daily, for festive flavor!
madam, is America's Most Delicious
horn.
(To be continued)
Bacon-Armour's Star! You'll be talking
Holiday breakfasts call for hearty good cheer.
about
it,
too,
when
you
see
how
your
And that's why Armour's Star Pure Pork Sau
South Africa shipped 1,820.000
family ears it up and calls for more. Next
sage is America's holiday choice! This rich,
pounds
of crawfish tails to the
time
you
shop
be
sure
inviting sausage is made of (inc, pure pork for
to say, “Amtoar't
United
States
in the last year.
extra flavor. It's seasoned just right, with
ffesh-ground spices. And it's prepared fresh
every day in Armour's shining kitchens, so
that you get all its satisfying goodness!
«««<«’etctu****

CHRISTMAS

TURKEY

Gift Suggestions

POT ROAST.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 23c, 25c

Sausage,

Tripe,
Lard,

Ib 17c Pork Chops, lb 19c ;

lb 21cl Cube Steak

LOCAL BANDS

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 15c

PANTS

j

lb 23c I

both 25c g

2 lbs 33c

2 lbs 16c I Veal Chops, lb 27c

CHRISTMAS FIXING SPECIALS

i

DRESS PANTS

WE ARE CO-OPERATING I
WITH FOOD STAMP PLAN $

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone

We Deliver

*

*»

1.97-2.97-3.97

WORK PANTS

$2.97

ARMOUR’S STAR

&

Pure Pork Sausage

Your dealer has Star Pure Pork Sausage
now, in your favorite
types, and in convenient
ackage sizes. When you
uy it, get an extra pack
age for delicious, quick
buffet suppers, too! You’ll
cheer for the festive flavor
this famous sausage brings
to your table!

C

Do you want a but
ter that stays sweet
and fresh until the
last bit is used? Then ask for Armour's
Cloverbloom.. .For Cloverbloom Butter
must pass a rigid keeping quality test
before you can buy it-this is your assur
ance of delicious butter always. And
Cloverbloom is rich in (he vitamins that
build healthy, sturdy bodies.

Available both in Links

and Bulk

ARMOUR'S STAR MEATS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

The Lions Club meet tonight at
Union Church vestry where they
will hold a Christmas party and
supper.
Helen Crockett has returned to
Roxbury, Mass., having been guest
of her aunt Mrs. Bradford Bray.
Mrs. Laura Varney, Red Cross
nurse has finished her classes and
returned to her home in Monson.
Schools will close this week for
the Christmas recess.
The annual Christmas tree was
enjoyed Monday night at the close
of the meeting of Marguerite
Chapter. OE.S.
The 4-H Club met Monday
with Mrs. Barbara Nutting leader.
Mrs. Flora Brown assistant lead
er was present, also county agent
Miss Lucinda Rich and Miss Simp
son.
A Christian Endeavor social was
held Tuesday ln Union Church
vestry.
Joseph Headley, undertaker went
Saturday to New York to take

PHONE 993

Hamburg,
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/■^HOLIDAY FfAST

Out
°5Tutsvwbe",n<'5
IT
,3-24
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LEAVE YOUR ORDER FOR A

CHRISTMAS]TURKEY NOW

3

CAKE
FLOUR

2

tete Ukini

Eow4e> - »•« t tumte'd » I

21c
25ti

PURE

WHITE SPRAY

LBS.

MARGARINE

3

1 LB.
PKGS

23/4 Lb |
PKGS

1
V
AS/
V
tf
tf
&
■

&
tf

I

23«
MILD CHEESE
RAISINS FANCY SEEDLESS J PKGS 19* I
15 oi
RAISINS
»NCYSStOtO
2 PKGS
15* tf
BELL'S POULTRY SEASONING PKG 9* tf
tf
I
PLAIN OR
DOZ 23*
DOUGHNUTS SUGARED
tf
PITTED
I
7*4
DROMEDARY DATES 2PKGS 23* tf
IS oi

MARVO
PURE VEGETABLE

SHORTENING
3 LB TIN

I LB TIN

37< 14c

oi

-

FRUIT PEELS
Orange,Lemon, Citron

dromedary

FRUIT^ GRAPEFRUIT

FINAST
Fancy Sections

~

V

TIN

tf

v

20 ot
TINS

25* I
5?
COCKTAIL \ RUMFORD BAKING POWDER 12 oi 21* ■
I
Cranberry
17 oi
30 ox
tf
11*
OCEAN
SPRAY
SAUCE
TIN
tf
PKG 10*
FISH FLUFF
GORTON'S f°S CAKES 2^:25<
TIN

Finest • 9 Kindt of
Cub* Shsp*d Fruits

TIN

Ckniit^ GanJliei

MIRABEL FRUIT

PRESERVES
I RASP
BERRY
OR

STRAW
BERRY

I LB
JAR

I LB
BOX

CHOCOLATES

17‘l
29c

27*1 c®s

I LB

M.LLBWOK

BOX

VuLETIDr*”

2 LB I

JAR,

BOUNTIFUL

39*h=j£25j

99*; thin mint:
99c''."', m»29:
**
5 LB

BOX

BOX

ftp

USS Mittee Meat

rx S

Borden's Non* Such 9 PKGS 25c
9 .« PKG IOC J
Finast
2 LB JAR 25C R
Whipple's
2S oi TIN 27c
Friend's
« « Aeoi GtOf. Nuti MK »
Walnuts

Mixed

LB

Diamond Budded

LB

Diamond Budded

Superior Assortment

LB

1

WE REDEEM ORANGE
AND BLUE STAMPS

V

2?

|

tf
»LI)E STYLE NEW ENGLAND

tf

BREAD

2^X

15c

|

Best Bread for Toasting We’ve Ever Seen

25c *
23c 5 COFFEE,
.IK'HMONI)
»_________________

.

..

.

_

~

tf

2 1-lb bags 25c* if

it
tf
X
^JlotidayfytoutGatie^ »CRACKERS, 2 lb box if
w
I LB 3., 45C * MOKED—LEAN—4 » I B. AVE.
Old English
SHOULDERS,
lb 14c» X
I LB
w
g ,oda

De Luxe
Gift Pack

4 LBS - 8 oi

QQC

gal jug

29c

Sweet Cider
Spry

3 LB TIN

Vanilla

Peaches

ilst,n,8«

49c

BOT

Dainty Dot
'Yor' Garden
Tree Ripened

f. Grape Juice
Pop Corn

30 oi TIN

Finast

Fried

* SVAP.—EVANGELINE

Jmillbrook-asst.

J

8

BOT

10C »

29 OZ TIN

Wc «

ft

Marmalade

4 tall tins

{MILK,
>

‘ "'bC*‘cLL0

Finast Squash
1 Pie Squash

5
K
I

Mayflower

27*| %

fi
i

flavors

31gebots25cJ ;

T0NiCS-

contents only

23c l^FRUiTS&VtGVABl^ “

QT

French

2'Iins°‘15c

FLA. ORANGES

tf
tf

{
» K
» X

2B25c-2B35c I

* GRAPEFRUIT,

W
6 for 19c 5 tf

I tf

McINTOSH RED

5 lbs 25c? g
K tf
Cocomalt w Me
4 lbs 25c 5 tf
Scottissue
I tf
£ emperor
2 lbs 17c«
IOc «GRAPES,
Scottowels
Ib 19c»
Waldorf Tissue 4r°ll*19c 5 CRANBERRIES,
P WHITE
tf Common Crackers pkg 19c «CELERY,
2 bchs
Ritz Crackers
lb pkg 19c »plue hubbard
4 lbs 10c« g
BOT 15c »SQUASH,
Windex
Mirabei

LB JAR

8 oz
TIN

IT* »APPLES,
95c ? MELO-RIPE
” ‘BANANAS,

I ROLLS

ROLL

I LB

■

Glass Cleaner

H'E,EOW

Finast Dates
Macaroni
Dromedary

Pitted

White Spray

Swte tef net rwtea book Addren »,«

This is the one time of the year that savings are most
appreciated by every homemaker who has all the extras to
buy (not only the foods for the coming holiday but Xmas
gifts as well.] Every penny saved now is a lift for the food
budget. We planned these timely savings for you.

Pcelf

8 oz

10c« turnip,
"'I5* ii CARROTS,

TIN

33C

-ev

4 lbs 10c§
2 bcH 15-»
J.!-:,

W
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THOMASTON

CAMDEN

Every-Other-Day

The highest percentage award
Kiddies’ Benefit Revue I tor.
went to the Rockland Nazarene

Youthful Guests

ices. At the N.Y.P.S. service there
will be a special Christmas pro
gram by the young people, entitled
“Christ is Born.” Other special
features are also included in this
program. The young people will
meet to sing Christmas carols.
Tuesday at 7.30.
Prayer meeting tonight will be
at 7.30.

The Methodist Church School
The Baptist Choral Society will
J Church of which Rev. Earl Lee is
(Contmued from Page One)
present a Christmas cantata, "The will have its Christmas party and
the pastor, also the campaign
Doris Heald School of
Star of Bethlehem" by Flaxington tree in the vestry Friday night at The Lions were succeeding, he
j manager.
THURSDAY,
DEC.
19
said
in
their
effort
to
make
tire
7.30.
Choir
rehearsal
will
follow
Haker at the evening service of
Dancing Will Hold
Worship Sunday will be at 10
day one of "beainy. satisfaction
,
the Baptist Church Sunday at 7 the entertainment.
Last Times Today
o'clock; Bible School, 11.15; N. Y.
Yule
Party
o'clock. This cantata is especially
The pupils of all grades at the and comfort." His story of the
P. S„ 6 o'clock; evening service at
well written. The solos will be Brick Building will celebrate the donkey engine was cleverly told
"Hit Parade Of 1941”
The Christinas Party planned by 7. Special Christmas music Is be
taken by Miss Margaret Simmons. last day of school bj' doing routine and evoked much laughter.
Kenny Baker, Frances Langford 1 Miss Doris Heald. for Saturday at ing planned for each of these serv
A voluntary offering was made |
Mrs. Lydia P. Storer, Alfred M. work in the forenoon and at 1
j the Camden Opera House, is anHugh Herbert
Strout. Edward B. Newcomb and oclcck assembling to sing Christ for a medcial unit which will be
' ticipated with pleasure by those
March Of Time
News
Raymond K. Greene. Mrs. Faith mas carols, after which they will contributed to Great Britain. Other
, who enjoy musical entertainment
Berry will be organist and Mrs. enjoy programs and will be dis service clubs are contributing
Many of the younger pupils have
toward
the
cost.
FRI.-SAT., DEC. 20-11
Grace M. Strout. director.
missed at an early hour. All rooms
, had but two months training, and *
Almon B. Cooper. Jr., acted as
Saturday Only, Come Collect 880
There will be a rehearsal of all are beautifully decorated with
all participating are local children S'
those taking part in the Christmas evergreens. A large group are be- master of ceremonies, and mar
. with the exception of those dcslg- ! J#
tableaux. Saturday morning at 9 in8 benefited by milk and cod shaled his youthful charges to the
j nated. coming from Rockland and | jri
"Mexican Spitfire
o'clock at the Federated Church. I liver oil. provided by the Milk dinner table, each promptly being
They range in age frem
Out West” Belfast.
Friendly Club members gath- F'l:nd- through the efforts of the taken in charge by a Lion, who
2't years to High School age. The V
Lupe Velez
ered last night at the Federated District Nursing Association. Fri- saw that his plate was never empty
second term at the Doris Heald
Church vestry to pack Christmas
morning at the High School ”
“ aPPetlte existed. HowLeon l Rubber legs) Errol
School of Dancing will begin Jan y
baskets. So generous had been the budding a musical assembly will ard Crockett directed the singing,
7. after the Christmas Holidays.
response to the white gift service be enjoyed in the main room, at which was devoted largely to ,
The program is;
Christmas
carols,
and
which
closed
!
that the baskets were well filled. which time, students will partici
Yankee Doodle Tap.
their'guests
listened
with
keen
apwith “God Bless America." Duke
Barbara Tounge. Constance Robarts.
Mrs. Lura Libby, the club presi pate.
Judith Rhodes of Rockport, Beverly
.I proval to his Christmas message.
dent, and Mrs. Emma Greenleaf,
A Christmas party for the mem Annis was at the piano.
Knight. Nancy Harmon Julia
Rev. Earle Lee. the new pastor which h<we the somewhat mystifySpear. Sandra Goodwin and
the vice president, served refresh bers of the Friday Club will be
Peter Rolerson
of
the
Nazarene
Church
was
the
'
:n
^
ta
le
of
"An
Operation,
ments.
held this week at the home of Mrs.
Military Toe
speaker and the members and i
operation was the dissection
Doris
Mae Hopkins
The United Cement, Lime and Cora Calder.
_________________
word “Christmas.” and an Stars and the Star Spangled Banner.
Gypsum Workers' Union met at
Lois
Inman,
Janet
Ames Betty Lou
Christmas activities at the Elm
j explanation of the meaning bePettaplece. Margaret Keller. OlnK. P. hall Tuesday with a supper
School this coming Friday, will hind it.
ette Perin. Candice Alexander.
preceding the meeting. During the were given a rising vote of thanks j include songs and recitations in
Virginia Ellts of (Rockport. Brid
"it would be silly.” said the
get Davis, Annabelle Balfour.
supper -hour music was. furnished ,for the excellent supper and each fhe 1st and 2d grades under the speaker, “If we merely confined
Betty Wasgatt
Spanish
Tapper
k mC Clty „ S
chest™ I was presented with a box of choco- direction of teachers, Mrs. Dyer j ourselves to cutting Christmas
Rose Marie D Urglo of Rockland
te business meeting these offi- jates jjy the preSident 0( the union, and Miss Walden; a play entitled ' trees, and putting up colored lights, Soft Shoe Tap,
s'
cers wc
were elected: President. Sher
Robert Bishop
The gtar clR,le mpt at Mifis' ..Brings Santa Up t0
for ! There is a power house behind
Toe Dance—A Little Ballerina.
s'
win Forbus; vice president. Earl Helen Studley's heme Tuesday the 4th Grade. Miss Walsh; the
Sandra
Perry
of
Rockland
Davis; financial secretary, Clinton night for a Christmas party. Mrs. 5th grade will give a play entitled those lights, and there must be A Pretty Rvthm.
s'
Davis
Kelly; recording secretary, Howard I Leila Smalley, who leaves next "The First Noel" and recitations, a power house behind the Christ Song—Short’Marilyn
s'
nlng Bread.
Rowell; treasurer. Edward Hast Monday for Miami, Fla., was pre- to whiah the mothers are cordial mas season. It must be funda
James Wentworth
mentally
religious
and
spiritual.
Tap.
ings: guard. Russell Reynolds; sented a gift from the group. Re
s'
Patricia Wall of Rockport
ly invited. The 3d Grade held
Mr. Lee deposited the word Maybe"
grievance committee, Sherwin For freshments were served by the hos
their closing exercises last week. Christmas upon an imaginary' op
s'
Betty Boardman of Belfast
bus. Earl Davis. John Staples, Rus tess.
All classes will gather in the halls erating table, and amputating the Rhvthm In Tap.
S'
sell Reynolds and Charles HottenGrace Lenfest. Doris Mae Hopkins.
Mr and Mrs. John Mitoheil left and ring carols. The children are first syllable, said that It explained
Jopce Pettaplece. Janice Knight
steln. The supper committee for this morning for Natick. Mass.,
S'
and Slna Hansen
this affair was made up of Mrs. called by the death of Mr. Mitch making voluntary contributions of the meaning of Christmas. He Hark The Herald Angels Sing.
S'
pennies for the Erltish War Relief, told an interesting anecdote show Jingle Bells.
Russell Reynolds, chairman. Mrs ell’s brother, William Mitchell.
Hope and Nancy Cunningham Phyl S'
to
buy
warm
clothing
for
English
ing
the
proneness
to
forget
the
Perley Black, Mrs. John Staples.
lis Spear. Carllne Eaton. Jane Car
Mrs. Celia Grafton resumed work
ter. Susan Balfour. Virginia Har
Mrs Sherwin Forbus. Mrs. Howard this morning in her beauty parlor children. The pupils of the 4th giver.
5?
vey. Patsy Kelly. June Petta
Grade
have
sold
$5
worth
of
Tu

The last syllable was divided in
Rowell Mrs. Ralph Crawford and after having been cut several weeks
piece. Peggy. Joan and Mary
S'
Connelly
Miss Jacqueline Rowell.
They because of the illness of her son. berculosis Sesls and all contribu to three letters. “M" stood for
Santa Claua Will be Master of
ted to the American Red Cross, | “message —the encyclopedia of the
Ceremonies
Ward Mason.
100 percent.
Bible. The chief weapon of the Studio accompanist. Alfred Knowlton
HOSE fur smart wear. In choice colors and
Lester Gross will arrive home dictators, he said was the killing
BUY MOVIE (HECK BOOKS
wide selections.
For Christmas Gifts.
Dresses from U. of M. Friday to visit* his
of religion. "A" stood for "Adora- UNION
"A
♦
just received in the new pastel parents. Mr. and Mrs. L. O Gross, j tion"—of one to whom we should
Nazarene Church Notes
colors. Moderately priced. BurFriday and Saturday
S'
Liens Fojd Show
be showing unselfish love—the
The pastor s text Sunday morn
dells Dress Shop. 16 School St.—
The Camden-Rockport Lions Club ^irlst child. S stands for "Sal- ing was found in Ecclesiastes 11: ' S'
1940 s GREATEST DRAMA!
adv.
will sponsor Sunday at the Comique nation Jesus Christ came to 3. A duet "Jesus Will Never Grow j S'
The story of a love too deep
Theatre double-feature movies, en- save us ^rom °ur s-ns
Old" was sung by Mr. and Mrs ' S'
to know betrayal..too strong
tire proceeds to be given to the I There will be no meeting of the Herbert Mank. The Bible School |
to feel the sting of shame!
Friday and Saturday
S'
Camden Relief Association to as- La°ns Club next Wednesday as hour was spent in the study o( A
slst in packing the Christmas boxes. the day falls on Christmas. The the lesson. The closing hymn "In ;
This is the eighth annual show of meeting of the following week will My Heart There Rings A Melody" ] S'
its kind, through the generosity of be held Tuesday instead of Wed was sung by Mildred Best. Jcicey j
Samuel Kurson. owner of the nesday because of New Years.
M .Edwards, and Ivah Howard s'
The
boys
present
at
yesterday
’
s
Comique Theatre, in donating the
The text of the evening message s'
use of the theatre and entire fa meeting were: Raymond Patter by the pastor was St. John 4: 24. S'
cilities.
The film companies, son. Richard Grotton. Robert Doak, Missionary Society met Tuesday
S'
namely Warner Brothers and Met- Alton Drlnkwater, Henry Conary at the home of Miss Mary Ware.
S'
ro-Goldwyn-Mayer, donate to this Royce Lunt, Malcolm Libby. Ray
The Herald of Holiness campaign
worthy cause
mond Fowlie. Henry Powell. Rich has just closed, with the highest | S'
Two Bnlluot Serin Conors Ciimuod
The show starts at 3 o'clock and ard Fowler. Hurd. Charles Rowe. total ever . cored o:i the New Eng- J'
la a Finoas Priza-Winalag Play
MONDAY NIGHT
continues until midnight, showing ! Harold Witticomb. Herbert Rettor. land District. 1307 subscriptions OJf
OMBARD
“Congo Maisle." starring Ann Clayton Lowley. Donald Curtiss Tlie highest total award for sub- , &
GLOVES of the finest leathers, warm linings,
10 FREE TURKEYS
Sothern and "White Banners," with Maurice Rowell. Harry Curtis, Lin scrlptions secured went to the ) Jri
distinctive styles.
Fay Bainter and Claude Raines, wood Harmon. Walter Powell Gardiner Nazarene Church of
TO LUCKY PATRONS
also News and Short Subjects. The Hazen Sawyer, Maynard Ward.
which Rev. John Poole is the pasAUGHTON
price of admission is anything one
TODAY'
wishes to contribute in the form
IN PERSON
of foodstuffs or money for the
benefit of the baskets.
"UNCLE LEM AND HIS
They Knew What They Wanted
The need is great, and the pub
MOUNTAIN BOYS"
lic is requested to support this
RKO RADIO Picture, Wall
Plus
show as generously as they have
William Gorgon-Harry Cany- Frank Fay
"I'M STILL ALIVE”
m the past. The Lions In turn of
Kent Taylor, Linda Ilaves
~NOW PLAYING
this generosity, guarantee a real
"HULLABALOO"
show. Fun for all and all for char- i
Frank Morgan. Billie Burke
ity. The entire arrangements for 1
Give Movie ( hecks for Xmas.
this shew have been taken care cf
by Clement Smith of Rockport and I
Catnden The Dandylions will sell j
home-made candies during the
Phone 892
II. GERRISH, Dealer
fi S'
short intermissions.

I

“Long ago I found out that peo
ple who love flowers are as a rule
pretty decent sort of folks.”—Dr.
Allan Roy Dafoe.

"A culture that only looks back,
that has neither vitality nor initia
tive. Is worthless.” — Somerset
Maugham.

WHEN IT COMES TO
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

y

y
y
w
v
y
y
y

WISE SHOPPERS
COME TO US!

V
X
X
$

MUFFLERS that combine the warmth of
line material and line style. All colors.
Plaids.

i

i

M

ARROL
PtOruM e

Strand

S'
S'
S'

w

V

S' OR,6

* *

DANIELS

Est. 1892

S'
fir
fi

S'
v

Jewelers

Precious E’fts tiiat lon2 wiU be remembered, and

S'
S'
fir
■
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
s'
S'
fir

enjoyment will be enhanced if the presentation box bears

the name DANIELS, JEWELERS.

Our selection of Watches, the best ever this year. A
watch for everyone in the family.

IT’S THE TALK OF THE TOWN!

POCKET WATCHES

WRIST WATCHES
Ladies' Wrist Watches that we
guarantee as perfect time

FOR HER

FOR HIM

HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S
APPLE BLOSSOM

EARLY AMERICAN
"OLD SI’K E"

COLOGNE
$1.00
Sets up to $5.00

SHAVE MUG
$1 00
Sets, $1.75 to $3.75

DIAMONDS

STRAP WATCHES
A Strap Watch lie will find
handy for ever.v-day wear. The
world's finest watches in a
variety to please. At prices
to suit every pocketbook.

A Diamond is always a dia
mond. Other gifts may wear
out or go out of style and be
forgotten, but the gift of a
Diamond has always the same
eternal beauty.
F«S? We w ill be glad to buy Old
Gold from you in part pay
ment on Christmas Gifts.

M Bc sure t0 see our

M did gift suggestions.

LUCIEN LELONG

Cologne or Perfume
$1.00 up
Evening In Paris Sets
95c to $15.00
HARRIET HUBBARD AYER

in

of Jewelry" window display this week—full of splenMake Christmas shopping a joy this year. Come to—

DANIELS’
“The Store of Beautiful Gifts”

S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'
S'

SUSPENDERS with brand new color combi
nation and sturdy workmanship.

S'

TIES of harmonizing new colors and design
In the very newest materials.

S'
fi S'

A pocket natch for his dress-

up occasion, with Knife and

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

Carroll s have a selection of Hundreds of Items—
nationally advertised of Early American—Helena
Rubinstein, Coty, Yardley, Evening in Paris, H H fi
Ayer and Many Others at Lowest Possible Prices.
fi

TALC
50c
Sets, $1.00 to $5.00

pieces.

F

ROCKLAND, ME.

G I FT

EARLY AMERICAN
“OLD SPICE”

Chain to match.

S'
S'
S'

MAIN STREET,

whether the gift you choose be a dollar or a thousand the

■IF '<

BELT with silver-finished buckle. Can be
monogrammed. Pure leather grain. Tan,
black.

5-Piece Beauty Kit
$1.00
Pink Clover Sets 85c up
COTY SETS
$1.95 up
YARDLEY
GIFT SETS
95c to $8.50

DRESSER SETS
$1.49 to $8.50
REVLON

MANICURE SETS
$1.00 to $5.00

■»

81.00

fi &

~ S'
S'
S'

I1

SLIPPERS that are grand to rest in, smooth
and comfortable to use always.

K g

Williams, Colgate,
_ _ _ _Palmolive
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Sets
_____ o
89c
Gillette Razorand Blade fi S'
Sets, 49c
fi S'
COLLEGE CLUB SETS
$1.19
D
Yardley Shave Bowl
$1.00
Sets up to $5.00
SHAVE'BRUSHES'
49c to $3.89
VELVEX SHAVE SET

fi

PirE

RACK with humidor. Will hold six
pipes. Of fine wood, graceful cut.

SHIRTS in white, stripes and combinations.
All styles. Finest quality.

81.50 Value

89c
ZIPPER TRAVEL KIT>
$1.00 to $5.00
81.75 COLLEGE CLUB

BOWL. LOTION, COMB
$1.19
BILLFOLDS'
25c to $3.69
PIPES
$1.00 and $1.50

Ivans lighters"
$3.59 Value

$2.19

LUGGAGE for the traveler. Rich leather,
sturdy and handsome. All complete.

GARTERS in harmonizing color blends.
Elastic and smooth wearing fit.

GREGORY’S
416 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 294
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Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Burgess
are guests at the Commodore
Hotel in New York. They will
spend Christmas with Mr. Bur
gess' parents Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
H. Burgess in North Weymouth.
Mass.,
returning
home
next
Thursday.
_
Herbert R. Mullen Is confined to
Miss Jessie Olds arrives Satur
his home on Pacific street with
day night from Kingston, Ontario,
where she is a student at Queens
severe attack of sciatica.
University, to be guest of her par
Mr. and Mrs Frank W Fuller go ents, Rev. and Mrs. Corwin H. Olds
to Bangor Saturday, to visit the for the holidays.
Wyman Fosters over the Christmas
season.
Miss Laura Pomeroy, a student
at Fairmont Junior College in
Washington, D. C., arrives tomor
row, to spend the Christmas holi
days with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John M. Pomeroy, Broadway.
December Specials

On AU
PERMANENTS
To Fit Your Purse.

Get Yours At

KATHERINE’S
BEAUTY SHOP
666 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
(BLAKE BLOCK) TEL. 1120

Katherine Small, Prop.

Charles A. Emery of Pacific street
making excellent i recovery folwing an ill turn last weekend.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller
left Wednesday by motor for Miami,
Fla.
John Huke, son of Mrs. Geneva
Huke, arrives Saturday to spend
Christmas with his mother, while
on vacation frem Lafayette College
in Easton. Pa.

Mrs. Charles R. Newbold of
Shirley Anne Nelson Is visiting
Vlnalhaven underwent a success her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
ful major operation at Knox Hos Joseph Gath, of Alford Lake Camps.
pital Tuesday, her condition being
very encouraging. Mr. Newbold is
Not too late to buy a wonderful
a guest at The Thorndike Hotel. Phllco eleetrle refrigerator at a
bargain price. Senter Crane's—
A special lot of Fall coats, both adv.
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
Spen:er Individual Designing
reduced prices have been received
at Lucien K. Green & Son and Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres,
Burdell’s Dress Shop, Odd Fellows and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
Block, 16 School street, Rockland, M. McIntosh. 23* Broadway. Tel.
—adv.
137-tf 22-M—adv.
149*162

HE KNOWS All THE ANSWERS

WHY?

Miss Priscilla Lovejoy of Stoneleigh College will attend the
Christmas house parties at Bowdoln College, then coming to spend
the holidays as guest of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F.
Lovejoy.

Visit The Almshouse
Help Instill Cheer Among
the Inmates—A Lighted
Christmas Tree
Rockland, Dec. 18.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Through your columns I would
like to extend a cordial invitation
to the general public to visit the
Almshouse during the holiday
season. Under present manage
ment the Institution, is one which
I feel cur people will inspect with j
satisfaction and approval. There !
are now IT inmates— 14 men. and |
three women, and this department
will be glad to receive and prompt- ,
ly distribute to them gifts of fruit,
confectionery and tobacco.
The Central Maine Power Com
pany has this year furnished a
lighted Christmas tree which has
afforded much pleasure. I take
this opportunity to express our
appreciation.
J. N. Southard,
' Chairman Overseer of the Poor. ,

When you go to Washington.
C„ do not fail to see the fresco
-l the Post Office Department
uilding, for it is an outstanding
lural of beauty.

Out in St. Cloud, Minn., the
Chlstmas spirit is broadened Into
cheer for the birds in a charming
manner. Sheaves of wheat are
kept intact until the blessed sea
son of loving kindness is on. Then,
on Christmas Day, these are put
about on lawns and 'tis a joyous
sight to see how many birds re
spond in this cold climate. They
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry
have learned where "kind hearts
entertained Tuesday night at a
are more than coronets."
formal dancing party, at the
Thorndike Hotel. One hundred
New kinds of chrysanthemums
invited guests danced to the mu
sic of Windsor s Orchestra of Bel are now developed that bloom
about two months earlier than the
fast. A luncheon was served.
old type and which are able to
stand zero weather. So it may
A WELCOME GIFT
come to having .flowers all the
The stores of Rockland offer year, and why not? They always
almost anything anybody might have in England.
want to buy for a Christmas
present, but there’s always an
It is tragedy ahead when some
easy solution if you are puzzled
one tries to take into his own
The Courier-Gazette can be sent
Into any place in the United boiler, or tank or what-have-you,
States three times a week for 63. alcchol. and then fill the car
and we do the mailing. The re tank with gasoline, and try to navi
cipient will be grateful to the gate the highways. What America
needs more than a five-cent cigar
sender 156 times a year
is traffic temperance.
Miss Madeline Philbrick, a stu
dent in Westbrook Junior College,
comes Saturday to spend the holi
days with her parents, Mr and
Mrs. Rhama E. Philbiick

Mis Margaret Kneeland. who
has been teaching home economics
in Junior High School, has re
signed to study beauty culture in
Lewiston. She is succeeded by
Miss F.orence Titcomb cf Littleton,
who has taught for several years in
Old Crchard. She is a graduate of
Ricker Classical Institute and
Farmington Normal School. She
will reside at the Richan residence
cn Elm street.

Justice and Mrs. Albert Beliveau
of R'unford were dinner guests
Tuesday night of Mr. and Mrs. E
C Moran. Jr. Both men have re
tired from politics, but they just
couldn't refrain from reminiscing
over the campaigns of lf-18 and
1930 when Carl was running for
Ooverncr an Justice Beliveau for
Congress.

Lewis Small, Jr. left Tuesday for
Orlando Beach. Fla . where he has
employment at the Ormand Hotel

Mrs. Smith Blushed
When Called Upon To
Speak To Gridiron Widows
—Her Birthday

“Well, I never expected to have a
Mrs. J. L. McAleney and son
James of Portland were Sunday birthday party in the White House."
guests of Mrs. Fred Collamore 2d. said Representative Margaret Chase
Smith, blushing as she stood up in
Mrs. Harry W. French enter
tained Hatetoquitlt Club Tuesday the state diningroom at the party
night at the home of Mrs. Carl Mrs.' Roosevelt gave for the "GridFreeman. Bridge and Christmas Iron Widows" The party is for of
tree with exchange of gifts were ficial women, women of the press
enjoyed. An extra table was in and wives of members of the Grid
play for guests, who were Mrs. iron Club.
Fred Collamore 2d, Mrs. Bert
After skits put on by Mrs. Roose
Bachelder, Mrs. Charles Schofield velt, official women and women of
and Mrs. Hattie Davies. Prizewin the press, supper was served at little
ners were Mrs. Nellie Dow. Mrs. tables in the state diningroom and
Collamore, Mrs. Millie Thomas and in the smaller reception rooms on
Mrs. Schofield.
the main floor of the White House
After supper Mrs. Roosevelt called
on prominent guests to “speak a

ROCKPORT

Rodney Morse, Melville Welt and
Francis Wentworth of the 240th
Regiment, Battery E, stationed at,
Ft. McKinley spent the weekend at I
their homes here.
Rev H I. Holt will go Saturday
to North Haven where Sunday he
will supply the Baptist pulpit.
Mrs. Leola Oxton and Mrs. Nellie j
Staples of Harbor Light Chapter i
O E.S. will serve as guest officers j
at Orient Chapter, Union Friday I
night, the former as marshal and
the latter as Ruth.
Mrs Virginia Kennedy and niece, j
Rosalie Morse of Bath were week- j
end visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hawes.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims who'
have been spending a few weeks at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Graffam left Monday for Palm
Beach, Fla., where they have em- ,
ployment during the Winter.
Miss Marion Weidman was hos' tess at a dinner party Monday at
I Green Gables , her guests being
He: "SweetSe, I've about made Miss Olive Libby of Los Angeles,
Miss Carrie Libby and Miss Mattie
up my mind to propose to you.”
They later motored to
She: Oh. please do. Johnny. I Russell
just got to have cne more proposal Warren to call on Miss Georgia
to beat my last year's record and Matthews.
Mrs. F.orence Robinson < Florence
ycu are Just the one I'd love it
Amsburyi of Marcellus, N. Y. for
merly cf this town Is a patient at
the Memorial Hospital in Syra
Judy Garland is one of the sweet,
cuse.
natural and charming highlights
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples,
on the movie stage today, and it with Mr and Mrs. Rus ell Stewart
is predicted that she will be tops and Mrs. Bertha Daggett of Rock
as a star in r.o long time. Luck land. were in Belfast Saturday
is wished her and plenty of It.
night to attend a birthday party in
honor cf Charles Curtis.
During the tearing down of a
Despite the unfavorable weather,
bridge that had been constructed there was a large attendance at the
la 1915 workmen in Oklahoma covered dish simper end meeting cf
found in the concrete a leaf in the Trytohelp Club Monday at the
perfectly fresh condition that for Baptist vestry. A quilt was tacked
25 years had been interred there. and business session held. Next
Monday night the Club will meet
A dozen Negro prisoners recently at the home of Mrs. Lena Tominski
escaped from the Miami, Florida when the Christmas baskets will be
City's Skyscraper Jail by simply filled.
Miss Geneva Fuller cf the High
ringing the elevator bell. A jailor
esRirted the Negroes to the hall- School faculty Is spending the vaca.vg^juu the 19th floor to take them J tlcn with her parents in Hallowell.
down to the sixth floor Court
Room. One bright fellow pushed
the elevator button to the ground
loor and they quietly walked out
but were mostly soon captured.

Mrs. Oscar 6 Duncan was hos
tess this week to the Monday Aft
There Is a town In North Caro
ernoon Bridge Club at her home
on Main street. There were favors lina named Whynot. So many
for each guest and refreshments persons had kept saying why not
naJlr the town this and that un
were served.
til finally the heads of the neigh
Hervey Allen of Harvard Law borhood decided to name it Why
School and Robert Allen of Johns not.
Hopk.ns University strive Satur
Traveler: "Which platform for
day to spend the Christmas vaca
tion with their parents Mr. and the New Yoik train, please?"
Station attendant: "Turn to <he
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen.
left and you will be right."
Traveler: "Don't be impe'tinent.
For Christmas Gifts. Dresses
just received in the new pastel young man.
Station attendant: "All right,
colors. Moderately priced. Burdell's Dress Shop. 16 School St.— then. Turn to your right and
ybu'll be left."
adv.

SHOE SKATES
Girls', Women's
Whit

Finest Steel Blades

Warmly Lined

HOCKEY SKATES

• Insids Ankle Strap

• Sturdy Hard Toe
•Steel Blades, Tubular

Black Tubular Skates for boys and girls

Neglig

Housecoats

$2.98 to

$14.95
extraordinarily good values

—to be picked by you for the

DIAMOND^
WATCHES
BRACELETS
I.OCKETS
MANICURE SETS
TOILET SETS
SCISSOR SET
BILLFOLDS

DIAMONDS '
WATCHES
BRACELETS
LOCKETS

COSTUME JEWELRY
BILLFOLD
SCISSOR SET
COMPACTS
MANICURE SETS
TOILET SETS

RINGS

WE EXTEND
FULL
CREDIT COURTESY

If your Christmas gift problem
bothers you—come into our store
and ask any of our courteous
clerks to help you. They will
aid you wisely and willingly. Our
Gift stocks are complete!

WATCHES
PEN AND PFNCIL SET
BILLFOLD
CORONA TYPEWRITER
WATCH CHAIN
NECKTIE SETS

make Christmas Credit conveni

SMOKING EQUIPMENT
TRAVEL SETS

terms.

It is the policy of thjs store to

ent and generous.

Wc wlill a d

you in paying through liberal

KARL LEIGHTON
MAIN AND WINTER STREETS

ROCKLAND. MAINE

you know.

Corduroy
Flannel
Satin
Chintz

WATCH
PEN AND PENCIL SETS
BILLFOLD
SMOKING EQUIPMENT
DESK CLOCK
COCKTAIL SET
NECKTIE SETS
KINGS

SUGGESTIONS
FOR
EVERYBODY

FUR COAT

FAMOUS DURO SEALS, $69.50
Fully Guaranteed—Black or Brow n

OTHER FUR COATS, $59.50 to $159.50

Tubulars

All Nickle Plate

most luxury loving women

Rockland’s Christmas Gift Store

Mrs. David Goldberg was hos
tess Tuesday at a luncheon and
dessert-bridge for the benefit of
Hadassah Society, at the Thorn
dike Hotel. Prizes were awarded to
Mrs Keith Goldsmith. Mrs. Isidore
Gordon. Mrs. Isidore Poust, Miss
Evelyn Segal and Mrs. James Dondis.

Just Arrived-Another Shipment

Picked by us, bccauss they're

He Shoos at LEIGHTON’S

few words " When she called on
Mrs. Smith she said she would call
her out of the strict turn of eti
quette because it was Mrs. Smith's
birthday. "A new member of Con
gress right down from Maine.”
The several hundred idtoien burst
out with "Happy Birthday to you.''
Mrs. Roosevelt leading and Miss
Molly Dewson of Castine, down
specially for the party, singing
louder than anybody else.
And
there was ice cream and cake ,tco.
which made it a real birthday
party .—Washington correspondence
in Press Herifid

-icieigigicictgicieicieicieieie'ewawwmwewe'owMmrcwwwiewM

“Spirit Of Christmas”

CHILDREN’S PARTY TOMORROW
mr i

GIFTS OF QUALITY AT MODERATE PRICES

Rinas For The Thoughtful

A Ring to "Him" or to “Her" will always
bring maximum happiness

Watches

Watches are
always in
good taste
and our
storks are
complete

SPECIAL!
We present a special 17 Jewel
Solid Gold Wrist Watch, for
ladies, guaranteed

$24.75

Hamiltons

Walthams

Longines

CLOCKS AS ALWAYS

Few gifts are more appreciated
than a Handsome Clock

GIFTS
Dur Gift Stork
is complete. Many
charming and
thoughtful gifts
await your choice.

SILVER

The all-time high in Gifts That
Please and Last are Gifts In
Silver.
BUDGET TERMS ARRANGED

C. E. MORSE

who are expected to be in attend
ance. This gathering will take
place in the Spear block hall used
by Townsend Club No. 2. At the
conclusion of the party the chil
dren wtll adjourn to Park Theatre
where they will be guests of Mana
ger L. J. Dandeneau. It's great to
be a kid—and have good friends
like the Cooks and ‘Danny."
—photo by Ruth Ward

Ritter in “Pals of the Silver Sage
with Sugar Dawn, the youngest
Gala laugh, action combination rodeo star in the world. Leon
at Comique Theatre. Camden Friday 'Rubberlegs i Errol, plays a dual
and Saturday when Lupe Velez and role first- as hims^ and secondl>;
I.
'
....
„ .. as Lord Epping This is a sequel
Leon Errol star in "Mexican Spit- tQ thelr fJrst great ccmedy
I fire Out West,'' along with Tex! can spitfire." Cash night.

Comique Theatre

JEWELER

OPP. STRAND THEATRE,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Cooknames to conjure with on Crock
ett's Point, the juvenile residents
of which are beneficiaries every
Christmas season of their unsur
passed generosity. This year, Mr.
and Mrs. Ccok are having their
Christmas party Friday afternoon
at 1 o'clock with lunch and sea
sonable gifts fcr the 100 or more

ROCKLAND. ME.

147-148-151-152

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN OUR CLASSIFIED COLUMN

The Gift She’ll Adore-WINTER SPORTSWEAR

Thomaston Grade Pupils
Will Present Christmas
Operetta With Cast of 200

!^This store has always catered to the discriminating
buyer. Our stock this year will be especially to your
liking.

J

Every-Other-Day
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SMART AUTHENTIC SKI SUITS
V of wool gabardine,, Reversible Jack'» ets, Instructor Pants.

"The Spirit of Christmas." to be
given toy the grade school pupils
tomorrow night at Watts hall in
Thomaston beginning at 8 o'clock,
is under the direction of Mrs.
Ruth E. Sanborn, the music su
pervisor, assisted by the grade
teachers. About 200 children will
participate and a s.lver collec
tion will toe taken to help defray
expenses.
The pngram includes: "Pa’ade
of the Wooden Soldiers." Thom
aston H’gh School Orchestra:
carols. ’ Dick the Hall." "Good
King Wenscelas'' by the chorus
consisting of pupils from Grade 7,
Mrs. Sara Montgomery, teacher,
and Grade 8. Mrs. Martha Carter,
teacher; “Skater's Waltz." by the
chorus, “Old Nick" by the sub
primary. Miss Priscilla Saunders,
teacher; "Jingle Bells,” Grade 1,
Mrs Lenora Davis, teacher.
"Santa Land," Grade 2, Miss
Belle Matthews, teacher; “The
Night Before Christmas." Grade 3.
Miss Charlotte Dyer, teacher;
"Shoe or Stocking." Grade 4. Mrs.
Lura Libtoy
teacher;
“Weave
Dance." by 4-H Club girls. Mrs.
Ida Anderson, director and James
and John Dana accompanists;
“Away In a Manger,' Betty Fales,
Leona Frisbee and Eugene Fales:
“Carol of the Shepherds.” Grade
6. teacher. Miss Rebecca Robert
son.
"Now the Holy Child is Born."
Grade 4. Miss Bertha Luce, teach
er; "Jesu. Bambino," Grades 5 and
6 and the chorus; carols, “Hark
the Herald Angels Sing," “Silent
Night," and "Adeste Fidelis," by
the ensemble.
Characters in the performance
are: "Kin? Winter,” Lawrence
Kangas; “December Lady.” Mar
jorie Cushing; "Four Shepherds."
Donald Reilly. Russell Miller. Roy
Swanholm and George Tillson;
"Three Wise Men." Clyde Pierpont.
James Gilchrest ar.d Arthur An
derson; "Jack Frost." Warren
Whitney; "Snow Fairy." Joan
Slader; “Santa Claus.” Richard
Staples.

ECONOMY

-'It

S-

■I

Skirt and Jacket

in flannel, velvet
and corduroy, with
bright linings

$4.95 to $10.95
SPORTSWEAR ACCESSORIES
Ski Mittens with leather palms $1.95
Ski Caps, gabardine or poplin. 1.00
Red Long Underwear, each 1.25
Wool Socks,
.50
Flannel Shirts, bright colors,
1.95-3.95

THE WOMAN’S SHOP

CAMDEN. MAINE

HASKELL & CORTHELL,

»
A
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CORONA

We Wanter Know
Dr. Cochrane's Grave

Who knows where the grave of
Dr. James Cochrane, Is located?
He was born in 1777 in Windham.
N. H., and died in Rockland. Me..
Oct. 7, 1860 He practiced medi
cine in this city for many years,
according to Eatons History of
Thomaston and Rockland, page
ITO.
Mrs. H. P. BJodgett

!

ROCKLAND. ME.

v

$14.95 and $18.50
SLALOM SKI JACKETS
$4.95 to $8.95

SKATING OUTFITS

; CLOTHES SHOP

4 *

Navy, Red, Teal. Soldier Blue and Green

/

"There is complete national unity
in England. Never before in his
tory has there been a nation so
much in a war. "—Lord Lothian.

j

/

/

Gilt Suggestions

GIFT
BOXKS

ran

Give a
Corona. See
6 models at

NECKWEAR

^B E I LfSH OPS

KARL LEIGHTON
WE HAVE THE

DRESSES

So get more than one for your all season’s
smartness. She will appreciate this type
gift!

TIES
BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS
STRIPES AND PLAIDS

COATS

Priced For
Your Convenience

These have been

25c

I

marked to

r '

Sizes
9 to 17
12 to 20
38 to 52
16^ I® 2 6 ^2

w

11 Su

$1.00 to $3.98

47c
LINED

A

A

the
th. *-”5’ &
'e^o, 5-.
SSS"'"

i CAPESKINS
BROWN

(

Bell’s
Famous
"BUSINESS
GIRL"

BAG
BEAUTIES
Genuine colt copeskins
suedes,
broodcloths hengo lines in oil the
new colors in
cluding block,
a brown wme

4-Thread Sheer

OR BLACK

or

BROWN
OR BLACK
WOOL

" Cjlant&iG,
3-Thread Crepe-Twist

BACKS

97c

HOSIERY

FAMOUS

A Practical Gift

ONYX HOSE

FUR LINED $1.97

GLOVES

' ^Och '"ore.

.Soft
suppl H$l
copeskin with
full P K sewnn T
f i n g e
Smart
nov
elty styles
Sizes 6 to
7 Vi

ROCKLAND, ME.

2 pairs $1.00
An Exceptionally

CUTLER’

CAPESKIN

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

59s

I

She never hos enough They're a
her one big mdispemoble
In oil tK *w colors

ALSO

New Shades

88 369
Main St.

Hand Made Ties

FLEECE

$1.98 to $10.95 A

NORTHMONT

8

CARDIGAN
CLASSICS

SILKS AND WOOLS
WOOL LINING

GLOVES

HOUSE COATS
Real Values

Virgin Wool

59c & 97c

■-1

CHILDREN’S DRESSES ................................ $1.00
CHILDREN’S COATS....................................... $4.98
WOMEN’S AND MISSES’ PARKAS..................... $5.95
COTTON DRESSES....................................... $1.00
SKI SUITS..................................... $5.95 to $16.95
GLOVES AND MITTENS...................... 79c to $1.98
POCKETBOOKS................................ $1.00 to $2.98

100% Pure

BELL SHOPS

All Wool Scarfs

Sizes to 50

SILK UNDIES

Gowns, Slips
Pajamas
all sizes

r

*8.95
545?00

$7.95

0

5

January Prices

to

The Belgian Congo, with an
area of more than 9CO.OOO square
miles and a population of 10250 000
is one of the riches tcolonlal areas
in Africa.

LARGE ASSORTMENT

DRESSES

s2.98

■

ROCKLAND, ME.
146Thl52

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

Large Assortment

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

Rockland
Maine

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

OPEN

EVENINGS
UNTIL

CHRISTMAS

____________

MAIN ST

•I*

ROCKLAND

GIFT- PUZZLED
MIN?
Ask our Shopping
Arfvhtr
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treasures, but in all probability tanly a fuchsia and a pink, a pink.
she would never have sold her pat Medallions and corner figures,
terns In one collection had not scrolls and borders were disposed
Mrs. Bullard's husband. Harold A. upon the ground with a perfect
Extra Hands Are Helping
But Minnie Light Of
happened to call at her sense of proportion. In fact all
Burkettville Has Designed Bullard,
With the Handling Of
house one day six years ago and 24 of the patterns had been put
Christmas Mails
Beautiful Rugs
found her occupied with her favo together with such skill and taste
rite work—hooking a rug
that it was difilci.lt to understand
These are busy days at the Post
This is the story of a ’.'oinan way
Mr. Bullard knows a great deal
down in rural Maine who never ! about hooked rugs, for Mrs. Bul- how a person with no training In Office. For the first 18 days of
drawing could have accomplished December, approximately 10.000
took a drawing lesson in her life | iar(j js not only a teacher of hooksuch resvlts. And now Mrs. Bul more pieces of mail have been
yet produred the remarkable col- i ing. but gained considerable fame lard says that wi;h the series as cancelled than for the same period
lection oi exquisite floral rug pat- 8
Vears ago when she repro- it is and such other patterns as last year. Revenue already shows
terns that has recently been pur duced in room-size that now fa she can make using motifs from a substantial Increase.
chased by Hazel Wallace Bullard mous old Alfred pattern known as one design combined with those
Additional workers have joined
of Governor’s Corner. These de "Aunt Harriet Emery's" rug. So from another, she has an inexhaus the outside crew, substitute Carl
signs. 24 in number originated by he saw at once that the rug on tible supply of pattern material.
Mosher with regular carrier Win
Miss Minnie Light of Burkettville. which Miss Light was hooking was
Miss Light was born in Burkett field Chatto, James Burns with
quite
out
of
the
ordinary,
that
its
will be known as "Minnie's Oarville near the house where she is Palmer Pease. Edward Lawrence
den Series” and were bought with soft coloring, its clear-cut design. now living, June 23. 1864 She Is with Earl Alden. John Karl with
exclusive reproduction rights by its relation of figure to background descended from the Hessians who Richard Perry. Perry Howard with
Mrs. Bullard who at the same time were remarkable.
first settled that part of the coun J Wesley Thurston, William Karl
"Where did the pattern come try. the same region which Ben with David Beach and Myron
purchased a very beautiful rug
made by Miss Light 60 years ago, from?" he asked.
Ames Williams has just made Young with Carl Brown. Luther
"O. I drew it myself. I've made known to the rest of the world in Blckmore and Cleveland Morey
the first she ever hooked.
Through all her years of draw lots of patterns." said Miss Light "Come Spring." for Burkettville is are taking care of the Main street
Whereupon she a postofllce in the towm of Apple- delivery of parcel post, while Ralph
ing rug patterns Miss Light's only unconcernedly.
teacher was Nature. In Summer proceeded to show him how many ton whioh adjoins Union. "Seven Chaples and Douglas Ladd are on
the old fashioned posies growing in different rugs she had designed Tree Pond" is not far away and truck No. 2 with Clyde Mosher,
her own garden and the wild and told him how simple it was. when Miss Light was a girl. Bur and Donald Saunders and Perley
flowers in the fields about her In her opinion, to draw a pattern! kettville was as unsophisticated Niles are with Theodore Perry on
Back at Governor's Corner he and quaint a little community as No. 1 truck.
home, in Winter those blossoming
*
in her windows and in seed cata reported the matter to Mrs Bul even Mr. Williams could have im
Holiday changes In the Inside
logs. These combined with the lard who immediately went down agined. In fact it has not changed crew have George Avery on the
graceful scrolls in drawing which to Burkettville to see Miss Light I a great deal for never having had canceling machine. Timothy O’Don
she was always an adept, furnished and her rugs. They were far love a railroad or a trolley line, acces nell doing work, Charles Higgins
her with all the motifs she need lier than she had imagined but sible from the outside only by on floor utility and Margaret
ed With naive artistry she did Miss Light was not ready to sell stage-coach, only coming of the au Graves in the money order depart
not hesitate to place a pond-lily any patterns and it was not un tomobile has tended to modernize ment.
beside a carnation nor a modest til last Spring, when she came to it
Patrons are reminded to keep
bluet next to an opulent fuch&la. the conclusion at the age of 76.
"Minnie's Oarden Series" de local mall separate from outgoing
her feeling for space and color that she would give up designing signs are already very' popular mall, using the proper sJots. Also,
compensating for any hint of in and hooking that she consented to with Mrs. Bullard’s classes, and an elastic band around bundles of
congruity. In fact it is these In let Mrs Bullard have the "Minnie s she is kept busy copying them on letters and cards, both In mall
genious and unusual arrangements Oarden Series’
burlap for pupils. One. of the love boxes and the post office drops,
The various designs were drawn liest. a medallion of roses, buds and makes handling much speedier.
that give charm and individuality
to the patterns which go to make on white cotton cloth, each as per leaves surrounded by a framework
Since acting Postmaster James
fect in every detail as if some ex of delicate acrollery, on a very Oonnellan went into office Oct. 9
up "Minnies Oarden Series ”
Since she completed that first pert had stamped them instead of light-colored background, has al two different contractors have
rug so many years ago. Miss Light a woman who had had only the ready been made by Mrs. Maude made construction improvements,
has designed many patterns and simplest of tools with which to Clark of Alfred and was shown with additions being made in the
hooked many rugs. Some she sold work Her flowers were all true to over at the Sanford Public Library heating equipment, resurfacing of
to 8ummer people for Burkettville nature There was no confusion during National Art Week. An the basement, and repairs on the
is near Rockland and as time went whatever, a rose depicted by Min other exceptionally beautiful num roof.
on they found her out and coaxed nie Light could be mistaken for ber having a medallion with lily,
her into parting with some of her no other flower, a fuchsia was cer- roses, pinks and fuchsias, and cor and Mrs. Ben Luce and three chil
ner-designs of the same flowers, dren of Oakland were callers Sun
no two of the four comers alike, day at J. A. Rfiies'.
on a white background, done by
Phyllis Bowers is visiting Mrs.
Mrs Bullard herself, won a great L. A. Winchenbach in South Waldeal of admiration when it W8S doboro this week.
shown in Orono In the Spring and
Mrs. C. Bowers. Phyllis and Ron
also when It was shown In Port ald Bowers accompanied Mrs. L. A.
land last week in the Chamber of Winchenbach and friends to Rock
Commerce Building.
land Monday.
—Mary Carpenter Kelley In the
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden,
Sunday Telegram
Carolyn and Charles Bowden and
Thurlow Heyer were In Whitefield
A distinctive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
Sunday calling on friends.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
to Boston's beautiful Tenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Families will enjoy our large suites callable at
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bouden,
Mrs. Gilmore Noyes of Jefferson
special low rates.
.Vo Z.gaar ««.
«»,
son Robert and daughter Shirley was a recent caller at L. L. Mank's.
Dyson Jameson was in Boston
of Hallowell were guests Saturday
Room and both from $3 - double from $5 - suitoa from $6
the past week.
at Otto Bowden's.
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charleigate Wait
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren
Mrs. Harry McIntire was a visi
Kenmore Square.
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.
spent the weekend with her
tor Monday in Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rines. Mr. mother Mrs. Teresa Munro. \

Right Busy At “P. 0.”

Never Took Lessons

BRAEMORE
in BOSTON
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REMEMBER THE ■SATILLA”?

Snow Bowl Royalty
Queens and Ladies Of
Other Years To Be Guests
At Dinner and Dance

Happy Hope Farm
Chimney Fire Alarms
Neighborhood—“Where
Ignorance Is Bliss”

In line with the policy inaugurat Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
ed last year, President and Mrs.
One cold morning I was busy
Gene Rich and the carnival com preparing breakfast when our
mittee will again entertain at din- i grandrdaughter called me to the
window.
ner and a dance on Thursday. Dec.
..Look, grammle, there's the fire
26. the Queens and Ladles-ln-Wait- | truck,!” she cried,
ing of the past Snow Bowl Car- j Sure enough, it was the local fire
nlvals.
| apparatus and they turned down
Following dinner at the Copper our road. To our astonishment they
Kettle, Rockland, the young ladies stopped in our yard.
! will be met by their escorts, and i When I went to the door they
attend the Lions’ Club benefit ball said, “We had a phone call there
at the Rockland Community Build- was a fire at Savage's."
(ing, at which the famed Rudy Wal-1 "Wiry, I don't know anything
j lace Band will furnish the music, about a fire,” I told them. “We
The purpose of the dinner is to haven't any fire,
get together at least once a year J “Is there another Savage?”
and show the appreciation of the j “It must be someone else. We
Outing Club to this group of young used to get mail addressed to anladies which has taken the leader- other Savage. I believe he lives
ship in making the success of past over on the other road.” So the
carnivals.
I truck went away.
Invitations have gone out to the ] a short while later a neighbor
This is the U. S. 8. “Satilla,” which did valiant service wherever
following royal personages: 1636 called.
needed in the hectic days of the first World War
Carnival, Mrs. Priscilla Esancy, | "Didn’t you know your chimney
The conditions in this' country | with the rank of ensign. He is Union; Agnes Knowles, Portland, I was afire?” she asked.
and abroad swing thoughts back a son of Eugene H. Phllbrick of Dorothy Drinkwater, Camden; 19371 ‘.No,” I answered In surprise.
Carnival, Dorothy Mitchell, Owen- [ “Which one?”
to the first World War and to the i 37 Adams street.
dolyn McKay, Camden; Mrs. Elmer ( “Why," she exclaimed, “the fire
The
Satilla's
war-time
compleactivities of the Rockland base of
Hart, South Hope; Martha Ander- was coming out your west chimney
the First Naval District. The ment was 26 men, the crew being
barren, Mrs. Edward Drink- for as much as 10 minutes. It
"Training Station” was a mine of reduced to 18 after tile restoration :
Rockland; 1938 Carnival, looked awful.”
activity and its men and the boats of peace.
I Mary Bryant, Elizabeth Pitcher, Light dawned! that was the reaassigned turned In valuable serv
The Satilla’s vocation before the ' Nancy Hobbs, Camden; Mrs. Walter son for the call of the fire truck,
ices on many occasions.
war was that of a pleasure yacht, oay, Warren, Mrs. Edward Loff- But when Mr. S. examined the
The flagship of the local fleet and she was owned by R. H. Me- man west Rockport; 1939 Cami- chimney there were no signs of
was U. S. S.“Satilla," commandCormick. The craft was taken val phyiiis Packard, Thelma Hen- fire. The only explanation we
ed by Lieutenant Rosswell F. Eaton over by the government early in drlck Mary Hatch, Camden; Janet could think of was that my stepof this city, and by request a
Ryder, Brooks, Pauline King, daughter had put in kindling in her
story of that busy craft is re
Union; 1940, Carnival, Lucie Dick- stove upstairs and thrown a can
printed from the columns of this
ens, Mildred Durkee, Nathalie of kerosene on top. Being such a
newspaper 20 years ago.
Smith, Camden; Kathleen Ander- short distance, the resulting flame
Few craft operated In connection
son, Thomaston; Norma McEd- went up the chimney and out, makwith the First Naval District can
wards, Union.
ing a spectacular sight.
boast a prouder record than the
1 ' ■—
It was a joke on us, not to know
U. S. S. Satilla, which recently
but the German undersea craft, we were really the object of the
went out of commission after 2',4
If such they were, kept their dis- fire trucks visit, but the neighbors
years of service, during which she
tance. Off Cape Sable submarine could not be blamed for thinking
cruised more than 30.000 miles,
chasers were once mistaken for U- the house was afire, under the clrand was a valued factor In sev
boats and there were lively times cumstances. And had It really been,
eral terms of service during and
among the convoy until the erroi It would have been a very grim
was ilscjvered. The Satilla also Joke Indeed, on us, so many houses
since the war.
convoyed the steamboats running are
from chimney fires.
1
In that period of government
SURPRISE!
senlce 112 men have found a
between this port and Boston.
place on the Satilla roster, and the
Since last March, until It went With candles gleaming the Or tree
efficiency there shown may be
out of commission the Satilla has With stood.
a silver star on the top most
bough.
Judged from the fact that more
served as flag ship for Naval Force
And colored balls and tinsel shining.
promotions were made from her
Commander Carleton F. Snow of Amid the soft green needles twining
crew than any other boat in the
this city, who was recently placed Happy faces circled the tree.
District could claim. These pro
on the reserve list. One of its There were shouts and voices full of
glee.
motions included eight men who
duties during the past Summer Parcels small and bundles big—
became commanding officers—the .
was the establishing of radio com Gifts were tied to every twig.
late Cecil Wescott, the late Ashley
pass stations along the Maine coast. There were skates for Bob and skis
Sue,
Crockett. Forrest Burns, Frank
The above is but a skeletonized And aforlovely
doll for Mary Lou;
A
silk
dress
for mother, pipe for Dad.
Scheufele. Carl Lash. Harold Ames.
Lieut. R. F. Eaton, master of the'
«>e Satilla's work while
Arthur Mulvaney and Forrest Neal. “Satilla," later pilot of the great that boat was on the government A cane for Grandpa and pup for Tad,
A shawl for Grandma? No, Indeed!
A noteworthy instance of pro Fall River liners, and now operating roster. The logbook could tell of That
8prightly lady is modern, you
motion was that of Rhama E. a fleet of gasoline service boats in many interesting experiences some .
see;
A vanity case and a smart fur wrap.
Philbrick. who entered the service New 4 ork.
of which found the staunch craft were 'mong her gifts on the Chrlstas a coal passer and within two
ln rough seas facing conditions of i
Treeyears had become a chief engineer April of 1917, and was in commis actual peril. But in storm or sun- With quip and Jest and lolly fun.
A plump old Santa was ktpt on the
sion by May 1st of that year, shine the Satilla was never found
, manned by a crew of Naval Re- ( wanting, and the men who did Giving out presents to each and all.
11 serves.
their bit on her will always remeni- With the one exception oi Uncle Paul.
"Where'd uncle go?" cried little Tad.
! J One of the big tasks during that ber that service with pleasure,
"My cunning dog I want him to see,"
i I first season was the licensing of | Of course this little story would "And, I, my doll." piped Mary Lou.
"Oh, where, oh where can uncle be?"
motor boats. The Satilla certain not be complete without some
Just then the pup spied a long red
ly had its share in that undertak word of tribute for Lieut. R. F
cord.
ROCKLAND, ME.
ing- as more than 1000 boats came Eaton who commanded the Satilla Trailing from Santa s back so broad;
..............................
He grabbed and pulled and pulled,
within its jurisdiction. The first during this interesting period.
did he.
Winter after this country entered , Lieut. Eaton entered the service With dire result, as you will see.
the w-ar will be remembered as one as an ensign. He proved himself For that cord was holding Santa's
of the most severe that has ever forceful and efficient, and brought And
they came and out fell a
been known, and the northern results which were highly satispillow.
I New England coast became locked , factory’ to the Navy Department
ethat ‘ fr“n 0,1 ’ Krabblni Ior
fast in ire embrace of an ice em- i His promotion followed as a mat- Lost his whiskers on and his little
red hat!
bargo.
I ter of course. After his retirement
there revealed, minus padding
The Satilla did magnificent work ' from the Naval Reserve Force he And pillow.
Navigation
Long
red
whiskers and brave red pants.
as an ice-breaker, but was com entered the Rockland
Stood a blushing man and the chil
pelled to abandon its efforts Feb. School, where he but recently corndren all
15, after bucking a solid bank of pleted his studies. This city is to Stared, then cried "Why. Santa's
Ice and having its hull punctured. be his permanent residence, as he I
Nancy S. Savage
| It was the last boat to quit, and has oought a house on Olen street, J-----------------------the ice had gone before it was and was getting things ship-shape
for Winter when The Courier-Ga
j again in service.
‘
During *he year 1918 the Satilla zette : eporter found him there a
| did patrol and convoy work. Six few days ago. He has interesting
I trips were made to Halifax and souvenirs of wartimes in the form
All Makes—New and Used
the eastward, and mine sweepers of two large photograph albums
New Portables,
were convoyed from the Provinces j filled with snapshots which he
to Rockland and Boston. The ! made along the coast while In com
$29.50, $31.54), $39.50, $54JM
Satilla also established the first mand of the Satilla."
section base at Shelburne, N. S. I
------------------Rockland Typewriter Co.
Twice the Satilla's crew was con- ] Bermuda has established a gov- 71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W
fldent that it sighted- submarines ernment-owned canning factory.
NAVY BVJTON OR
. ——

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

Gift Suggestions
At A Saving!
SWEATERS |

You are cordially invited to inspect the James
A. Waltz Funeral Home, formerly the Rawson
House, Main and Church Streets, Waldoboro.

OPEN HOUSE
2 to 5 p. m.—7 to 9 p. m.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22,1940

Dedicatory Exercises at 2 p. m.
The Reverends Oscar O. Barnard and Harold W. Nutter
officiating

typewriters

! Pullover Sweaters
FOR MEN—WARM

k Notable Service

97c
—Also Assorted Colors—

IN AN HISTORIC SETTING

Pullovers

iil

"Legion Christmas Party

97c

PARK THEATRE

historic Rawson House . . . now the James A. Waltz

NAVY ALL WOOL HEAVY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Funeral Home, It has an atmosphere suggestive of

Shaker Sweaters

colonial days ... of serenity, security, of all that is

CREW NECK

There could be a setting no more fitting for com

munity funeral service than that provided by the

good in the New England tradition.

The home offers the finest facilities at no added

cost ... a chapel. . . private family room . . . display
room with funeral accessories in full price range.
Centrally located . . . ample parking space.

$1.67
Navy

Coat Sweaters
K64

ALL CHILDREN WELCOME UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE

ioori pure worsted
BUTTON

$L97

QArauiGHi

AT 3.00 O’CLOCK

OTHERS, $2.94, $3.97

Coat Sweater
Cir Main C Church St

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22

Navy, Gray, Brown, Blue,
Heather

lif FREE MOTION PICTURES
|
FREE BOTTLE OF COCA-COLA
I

FREE POP CORN AND CANDY

I

$2.97

I
F

100*7 PURE WORSTED
EXTRA HEAVY

1

8

Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.
*

152*153
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Winter Sports Notes

Probate Court News

77,e fa{e 0{ 4

Seven Sticker

Every-Other-Day
ter until creamy, stirring lightly
with fork. Serves four.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Wills allowed: Charles S. Bow-

Which Have a Bearing On man, late of Washington, deceased,
the
Activities
ofPltheh
John
®abb % Washi^n
p
,
nr
pointed exr.; Lida E. White, late
bamuen UUling LI LID
J of Vinalhaven, deceased, Percy A.

MENU

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford: WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

n. 1, .
~ „
The Rockland Ski Gulls, a score
of lads who arc right handy with
the hickories
are grooming a
“co-ed" section for the ski trails,
Sidney Harden, Sanford Delano
and Oscar Marsh are coaching each
week a group of 40 Rockiard High
School girls. No. the nam- of the
girls group is not the “She Gulls"—
it's the High Schorl C.i! Outing
Club.
Thelr royal highnesses. Qii»ens of
of the five Snow Bcwl Carnivals,
•nd thelr ladies-ln-waiting, wil! be
entertained at a dinner and dar.ee
on Thursday. Dec. 26, in Rockland
by President and Mrs. Eugene Rich
of the Camden Outing Club and
the committee for the sixth annual
carnival, Alton Crone, executive di
rector. announces.
A large group enjoyed tlie skat
ing at Hosmer’s Pond last Sunday.
The Lodge House is now open for
the season, with Henry Bickford
of Camden, in charge.
Monday night, Dec. 16. the teach
ers of tlie Camden Schools held the
first of a series of parties which
will take place at the attractive
Lodge House during the Winter.
Wednesday night, Dec. 18. a
Christmas Party was given at thc
Lodge House, for the High School
by the members of the band and
orchestra. In addition to Winter
sports there were games and danc
ing
Iceboats have spread their sails
on the lakes and ponds around
Camden. The recent thaw, fol
lowed by sub-freezing temperatures,
polished up the surfaces of the
lakes for skaters and ice boatsmen.
The Camden Outing Club is re
ceiving inquiries from various ski
clubs about entering the events
sanctioned by the U. S. Eastern
Amateur Ski Association ln Cam
den on Feb. 15 and 16, in connection
with the Carnival The events
were
down-hill,
cross-country,
jumping and slalom.

Breakfast
Grapefruit Halves
Prepared Cereal
Broiled Bacon
Toasted Com Bread
Coffee

White of Vinalhaven appointed
exr . Una g Simmons late of
There's no excuse for anyone’s
One of the newest door adorn
South Thomaston, deceased. Ava
Lunch
home to go unadorned and somber ments we’ve seen was a strap of
L. MacDonald of Winthrop, Mass.,
‘Shefford Cream Cheese Eggs
appointed admx. c.t.a.; Abbie P.
this year. There’s an idea born silvery sleigh bells, intertwined
on Toast
Riw- Ute of Thomaston, deceased.
every minute for gay Christmas with pine interspersed here and
Hearts of Lettuce
The First National Bank of Thom
house and table decorations. Just tlhere with polished red apples.
Russian Dressing
aston and Prank W. Robinson of
use tagged Christmas greens, like Another door idea is wide red rib
‘Pecan Rolls
Ventura, Calif., appointed exrs.;
bon
tied
up
like
a
Christmas
packTetley Tea
a
gcod
citizen,
and
then
let
youi
Sarah F. Pendleton, late of Camartistic imagination run riot. A 1 age with a big card tacked on that
hen. deceased, Alphonso S. Prince
Dinner
mantle decoration? Sprays of pine reads “Merry Christmas."
of Camden appointed exr.; Mag
Broiled Lamb Patties
Pecan Rolls—One cup Land O'
plaeed end to end and meeting in
gie B Storey, late of Rockland,
Buttered Carrots
the center with a smashing red or Lakes Butter. '» yip powdered
Kidney Beans
deceased. Clarence E. Barnard of
sugar,
2
cups
Ceresota
not-bleached
gold or silver bow and Christmas
Celery
Oreen and Ripe Olives
Rockland appointed exr.; Mildred
flour.
2
cups
chcpped
pecans
or
tree balls fastened among the
‘Orange Pecan Pie
H Holmes, late of Rockport, debranches for one. A wreath cen walnuts. 1 teaspoon vanilla, 1
Coffee
ce’sed Clark W Holmes of Rocktered over your mantle, perhaps tablespoon water.
-Recipes given
p rt appointed exr.
Mix with the hands until tlie in
hung against a length of damask
Pftit cn
for
administration
cr even an oblong of beautiful gold gredients stick together. Shape
BEYOND UNDERSTANDING
graii.e:!: Estate Jcseph Dondis.
Christmas paper with gilt braid like dates. Chill about half an , . cannot understand how He
late of Rockland, deceased. Ida
was from all eternity
pasted on as edging, then candel hour. Bake in a very slow oven who
Became a man.
Mae Dondis of Rockland, admx.
abra at either end of the mantle. <250-270 degrees F.) abcut a, of an
as I gaze Into the aky,
Petition for license to sell real
A Christmas Creche scene ar- hour or until light brown As soon And
With myriads ot worlds on high.
estate granted: Estate Belle D.
I marvel more.
ranged against the wall over the as done roll in powdered sugar.
MacGregor, late of Rockport, de
Orange Pecan Pie—Three egg This wondrous planet where we are
fireplace with a garland of greens
smaller than the nearest sur.
ceased. presented by Charles F.
or waxed oak leaves above it and yolks, grated rind 1 orange, Mi cup I» How
small am I!
Dwinal, admr.
1 and two-thirds cup light.
similar garlands at either side. A sugar. 11
„ How WIU1 *t that Oo<1 chose this world
Petition for license to mortgage
religious picture over the mantle cream, 2 « cups orange juice, 3 egg And willingly Hls truth unfurled
cud sugar I
To such as I?
real estate granted: EsUte Marcia
with red carnations in a low con- whites, pinch of salt. >, cup
will not try to understand
) tamer beneath and at either side (addltionali. one-third cup pecans. 1 IThe
B. Andrews of Camden, presented
wonders that my Ood has
Beat egg yolks. Add orange
planned.
The seven-masted schooner Thomas W. Lawson, lest on Friday, the Thirteenth. From a photograph loaned candles.
As Mrs. Anson-Howe
by Percy R. Keller of Camden, gdn.
rind,
the
*.-»
cup
sugar,
milk,
orange
But
simply trust.
lo
The
Courler-Gaxette
by
Elmer
E.
Allen
of
Tenant
’
s
Harbor.
! Smith said in a recent lecture,
Petition to carry on business
Juice and mix well. Add salt to And praise and thank Him every day.
with
the
above
1
failure
from
a
financial
point
of
progress
across
the
Atlantic.
Being
!
nearl
>
llas
somethtn
8
granted: Estate Charles S Bow
In connection
man, late of Washington, deceased, picture, this paper is p'eas*d to 1, view, her tremendous cargo cap- schooner-rigged for coastwise serv- 1 around which family sentiment egg whites and beat until stiff,i F%
cup sugar gradually. | BecauM. Hc „
man and Ood.
presented by John Babb of Wash publish the following sketch ure- ' aclty resulted in making her a' ice. rather than square rigged. 1 centers—a picture, a creche, a pair adding the
Is my Saviour and my Lord,
ington.
pared by Capt. J. H. Bog ard us, of most profitable investment and her didn't help matters with the oil
’ 1 ere w your cen" Fold in first mixture. Pour into HeImmanuel.
an unbaked pie shell and sprinkle
ter of interest.
Lillie S. Bousfleld
Petitions for Adoption granted: Grantwood. N. J., a steamboat earnings were phenomenal. It was slopping abcut inside her.
North Haven.
with chopped pecans. Bake in a
Table
ideas?
The
youngsters
will
Christine Maryanne Costa of commander:
j on the physical side that she
She lost all her lifeboats and
hot oven <425 degrees F.) for 10
Rockland adopted by Vasker L.
* * * *
showed signs of being a bad quess Capt Dow finally managed to love a fenced-in yard filled with
minutes, then in a slow oven (300 I COURIER-GAZBTR WANT ADS
Naum and Olga Pashka Naum,
The Thomas W. Lawson, the only' She was too large, and drew too drop anchor in Broad Sound off cotton snow and snowmen made
WORK WONDIRS
both of Rockland, name changed seven-masted schooner ever uullt, much water to be maneuvered the Sally Islands. Lands End. Even with legs and heads of marsh degrees F.) 30 minutes longer.
Cranberry
Punch
—
Two
cups
mallows.
bodies
and
arms
of
colored
to Christine Maryanne Naum; was launched at Quincy, Mass readily ln any of the New England though it was a dangerous position
New Undtr-arm
Sharon Rose Makinen of St. and was heralded as a maritime harbors outside of Boston and in it was still better than what the gumdrops so they seem to be wear-I sugar syrup, 2 cups unstrained
snowsults. A Madonna of the lemon Juice, 1'» cups unstrained
George, adopted by Sherman H. error, comparable only to the fa- light winds with a heavy cargo. Lawson had been experiencing ing
„
.
. a white figure j orange juice. 2 cups crushed pine- Cream Deodorant
ar cn ls °'e '
Lord and Vivian A. Lord, both of mous Oreat Eastern. The vessel 1 she was unwieldy in heavy blows, when under sail and as long as the
on a mirrored plaque with an arch ! apple, 3 cups cranberry cocktail. 1
Rockland, name changed to Alice cost $300,000. which, in 1902, was She was like a half tide rock— i anchors held she was all right.
1
of hemlock above, hemlock and j cup Tetley Tea infusion, 1 quart
Elizabeth Lord.
quite a figure and still is. It was never dear of the sweeping seas.
No one ever expected that riding snowberries at her feet and a j Ice water. 1 quart Canada Dry Stops Perspiration
Accounts allowed: Irving Dela christened for the financier “Tom"
Eventually her owners, the at anchor would cause the oil inWTeath of ivy around the mirror Ginger Ale or Sparkling Canada
no. late of Friendship, deceased, Lawson.
Coastwise Transportation Com- side to shift so violently that the
We still like the idea of the an- Dry Water.
final account presented by Melvin
The craft was built as a coal panydecided to accept a five-year ship wouldcapsize, yet that
is,
Allow fruit juices and tea in
q
8
p‘
8
Lawry. admr.; Mary L. Bowler of carrier to run between New England charter, which would take her ofl what happened shortly aftermidon a length ot green or red damask fusion to blend well and ripen.
Owls Head, first account presented ports and Norfolk. Va. From the their hands. They turned
her night.
- .
.
.
, and the center heaped with fruit Use sliced oranges, lemon and
by Ensign Otis, cons.; Adelia N bowsprit tip to the end of her over to the Sun Oil company for
Seeing her in such a dangerous and nuts
chunks ol pineapple for garnish.
Townsend, of Thomaston, first ac seventh boom she measured 500 feet $78,000 a year. The Lawson should position the guards ashore had
A mound of rosy apples and, Add red and green cherries lf decount
presented
by
Adelia
T
Kirk

and
was
designed
to
carry
over
never have been sent to sea with kept a watch on her. standing by
WEST WALDOBORO
popcorn balls with the silvery, tin-, sired
out extensive alterations which for immediate action. Suddenly sel-wrapped servings of cheese1 Chocolate Mint Mousse—One cup
Mrs. Jennie Stahl is ln Bruns patrick. gdn.; Nellie E. Bean, late 8 000 tons.
of
Thomaston,
deceased,
first
and
She
was
fitted
with
the
modern
would
have
divided
her
up
inside
all
her
lights
went
out.
Into
the
wick where she will spend the
tucked in the crevices makes an ! U-All-No Pillow Mints. \ cup milk,
Does not rot dresses, does
Winter with her daughter Mrs. final account presented by Harry- improvements of a steamer, except confining the oil in tanks rather gale the lifeboat put off and where edible centerpiece for a party. A 1 cup heavy cream, 'v cup Nestle’s
not irriute skin.
Dow and Fannie Dow. exrs.; Simon of course, a propeller; was lighted than allowing lt to float about, the Lawson had been the guards
Ruth Dyer.
2.
No
waiting to dry. Can be used
sugar plum tree, branches dipped Semi-Sweet Chocolate, grated.
H.
Wall,
late
of
Rockport,
de

by
electricity
and
steered
by
steam,
creating
an
inner
rwell
which
found
oil
covering
the
water
and
right after shaving.
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Winchen
in white starch, gumdrops of all
Add mints to milk and melt over
X Instantly stops perspiration
Loaded, the schooner floating bottom side sizes and colors attached to the a low heat, stirring constantly
bach and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were ceased. flrst and final account pre while every one of her seven masts threw her off balance
for 1 to ) daya. Removes odor
sented
by
Belle
J.
Wall,
exx.;
An

however,
she
was
without
the
tanks.
had
a
stationary
engine
to
hoist
up.
Fifteen
hours
later
Capt.
Dow
Rockland visitors last Thursday.
branches and little glittery orna Cool. Whip cream and fold mix
from perspiration.
The vessel sailed from the Dela and two of his crew were found ments hanging everywhere on the ture Into it.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Waltz of nie M. Simmons, late of Rockland, the sails, so that she only had
Tint a delicate
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
ware for Germany Nov 19. 1907 clinging to a halftide wreck. They tree is another simple centerpiece green. Freeze to a mush consist
Damariscotta were recent guests dec eased, flrst and final account to have a crew of 18.
less vanishing cream.
presented by Cora L. Delano,
The Lawson was not actually a Prolonged bad weather delayed her were tlie only survivors.'
5. Arrid has been awarded the
of Mr and Mrs Frank Waltz.
to be set on a mirrored plaque. A ency then 6tir in coarsely grated
admx
;
Edward
F.
Clement,
late
Approval Seal of the American
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach en
long silver tray arranged with chocolate and finish freezing.
Institute of Laundennp fbr
tertained members of her family of Warren, deceased, first and final derson. late of Rockland, deceased, NORTH APPLETON
about Friday the 13th. lucky or un- green and purple grapes, limes.
Cream Cheese Eggs—Three table
being harmless co fabrics.
at a quilting party Wednesday. account presented by Stuart C. Annie E Anderson of Rockland
luckv. it certainly was unlucky for lady apples, and sprays of pine or spoons Shefford Cream Cheese. 2
23 MILLION fata of Arrid
Meservey returnee
.
,
ivy or a long silver tinfoil runntr tablespoons milk. 6 eggs, salt and
Mrs Sarah Eugley, a remarkable Burgess, admr : Walter E. Colson, named admx; Hjalmart Autio, late
hnvn boon told. Try ajar today t
of Friendship, deceased. Melvin Sunday Irom Jefferson where she *PP
Wh
P
the length of a buffet table with
women of 95 tied the flrst knot late of Rockland, deceased.first and
pepper.
final
account
presented
by
Minnie
Lawry
of
Friendship
named
admr
has
visiting
her
daughter
Mrs
ba.
ketba.l
against
Waldoboro
High
si
j
ver
tinfoil
trees
and
colorful
yarn
on the quilt. Dinner was provid
Blend the cream cheese with
Petition for Appointment of William Carter.
School and lost both games.
skating figures cavorting the length I milk. Beat the six eggs slightly;
ed by the hostess. It was also the P Colson, exx.; Albert D. Atkin
for notice:1 Visitors Sunday at George But-; Appleton girls lest by the score of the runner would carry out a | combine with cheese mixture Sea•rlliaff toilet
81st birthday of Mr. Winchen son. late of High Island, deceased, Trustee presented
3*.
(ibo ia 10/
D/ m
u4
d S9^ )a»)
bach
He is still working at his first and final account presented Estate Carrie H Hodgman. late of ler's were Mr, and Mrs. George of 32-20. while Appleton boys lost ret* and silver color scheme
' son. Cook in two tablespoons butfirst trade—boat building.
At by Frank H. Ingraham, public Camden, deceased. Alexander R Butler and family. Mrs Orren by the score of 34-22. A social was ———
admr
Gillmor of Camden named trustee Jackson of Union and Mrs. Clara held after the games for the benepresent he has three boats started
Petitions for Probate of Will
Petition for Confirmation of Sweetland of Searsmont
fit of the students.
,
in his shop. Mrs. Cora Johnson
presented for notice: Maude Smith Trustee presented for notice: EsAppleton schools will close Dec.
was also present at the party.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elvin
Mank
and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Vannah Cornins, late of Rockland, deceased tate Dudley F. Wolfe, late of Rock- Mrs. Crosby Johnson were Rock 20 for a Christmas vacation of two
weeks.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E Comins of Rockland port, deceased. Clifford Smith of land visitors Saturday.
named exr ; William Greenough Rockport named trustee.
Gardiner Philbrook after a
Willard Fales of Rockland,
Thayer, late of Ipswich, Mass., deAccounts presented for notice: High School Notes,
week's illness has returned to
Mrs. Aften Felt is and Infant son
ceased. Foreign Will filed for pro- Mansfield R. Robinson, late of
Whatever opinion one may have school.
have returned home from the
bate; M. Ella Copeland, late of Warren, deceased, first and final
Memorial Hospital. Damariscotta.
Thomaston, deceased, Leila W. account presented by Ray D. RobMrs. Harold David and Mrs. Smalley of Thomaston named exx ; inson. exr.; Charles H Joy, late of
!
Elmer Wincapaw were in Augusta Elereon J. Hart, late of Port Clyde; Camden, deceased, first and final I
Saturday.
‘‘THEV KNEW WHAT THEV WANTED"
deceased. Clara O Hart of Port account presented by Walter T |
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Eugley and Clyde named admx. c.t.a.
1 Joy. admr.; Marie A. Ingraham, j
Mrs. Madelene Crane were Rock
Petitions for Administration pre- late of Thomaston, deceased, first |
land visitors Saturday.
sented for notice: Estates. Irving and final account presented by
A. Grant, late of North Haven de- Donald C. Leach, exr.; Orace A.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS ceased, Bessie L. Grant of Nortli Drake, of Camden, first and final
WORK WONDERS
Haven named admx ; Anders An- account presented by Noble C. Earl.
————■ conservator; Olive M. Ripley, of
Washington, eighth and final ac
count presented by Frank H. In
graham. gdn; Byron B. Milliken,
■
late of Rocklarttl, deceased, first
■
New
Low Prices on Fuller B rushes
and final account presented by A l
&
:»
Walker Brewster and Alan L Bird
«
Order Your Gifts of the Fuller Dealer Now
exrs.; Richard Hammond, late of
Camden, deceased, first and final
account presented by Mattie A.
2 SPECIAL VALUES THAT ARE
Collins, of Brunswick .admx.
Inventories Filed: Estates of Jane
ALWAYS WELCOME AND USEFUL...
P White, Rockland. $10,11998;
Belle Davis MacGregor, Camden.
1
Model “M ’ Easy Washer, with Wringer and Vac. Cups
................. $14.95
$3000; Alice R Walter. Warren,
$397 42: Llewellyn Mank. Warren,
1 Model "R" Easy Washer with Spin Basket and Vac. Cups.........................
24.50
$2440 13; Nannie M Wheeler, Ten
1
Model
“
D
"
Easy
Washer
with
Spin
Basket
and
Agitator
............................
29.50
ant's Harbor, $23,497; Sarah J.
During the party staged to celebrate his coming marriage to Amy
Richards. Camden. $85425.
1 E4 Universal White Porcelain Kitchen Heater
19.50

1.

ARRID

KITCHEN HEATERS
WASHERS
IRONERS

WATER HEATERS
RANGES
REFRIGERATORS

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

APPLIANCES

We are moving to our new store the first of the year.
We do not plan to move any “Used Appliances” with
us. We have cut the prices to the bone. We intend to
clean house now. You should see the “Many Real
Values” early.

Good News For Christmas Shoppers

w

Fuller Tooth Brush and
Powder Combination

(Carole Lombardi Tony ICharles Laughton) tries to patrsh up the quar
rel between Amy and Joe 1 William Gargan) his ranch foreman. A scene
from “They Knew Waht They Wanted." RKO Radio's new dramatic hit,
Mrs. Charles Geele has been 111. produced by F.rish Ponuner and directed by Garson Kanin.

Package of 3 Fuller Tooth
Brushes and your
choice of one can
of powder or tube
of tooth paste.
REGULAR VALUE

s^.34

now

99c

A Welcome ano Inexpensive Christmas Gift

FULLER SHOWER BRUSH
The invigoroting both ond
shower brush everyone en
joys. Delightful for shampoo.

Ss*'

COMPLETE
WITH TUBE

These and other appropriate Fuller Brush Gifts
can be obtained of your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Prices lowest beyond comparison. Phone today

GROSS NECK

1 50-Gal Seoco Automatic Water Heater, installed

Mrs. John Burns of West Wal
doboro has been visiting relatives
and friends ln this piece.
Mrs. Aaron Nash of West Waldo
boro and Mrs Mertie Booth of
Kaler s Corner visited Sunday with
their sister Mrs. Ida Waltz.
Melvin Gross and John Simmons
were Rockland visitors recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards
called Wednesday on his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Richards in
Friendship.
Fred Eugley has been a recent
Friendship visitor.
Albert Genthner of South Waldo
boro called Sunday on his father
Albion Genthner and sister Mrs.
Melvin Oenthner.
Mrs. Eldra Gross was a Rock
land visitor Monday.

1 P60 Mohawk Refrigerator............................ •..........................................................

Rockland
Sanitary Service
is now being operated by

Mrs. Irene Adolphsen
with

KENNETH DAILEY

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer

As Driver
Prompt, Satisfactory, Reasonably
Priced Service Guaranteed

93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND. ME. TEL 431-W

Telephone 1399

1 M71 Buckeye Refrigerator..........................................................................................
1 R55 General Electric Refrigerator........................................................................

3 273 Kelvinator Refrigerators..................................................................................
1 C783 Kelvinator Refrigerator..................................................................................

1 R5 General Electric Refrigerator...........................................................................
1 8-Cu. Ft. Frigidaire Refrigerator.................................................

EARLY GIFT SUGGESTION NO. 5

1 R42 Kelvinator Refrigerator...........................................................
1 AL73 Westinghouse Refrigerator, newunit, 4 year guarantee................

Only $ f* .75

5

1 8946

Universal Combination Rango(installed electrically)

1 RA82 Hotpoint Range, White (instilled)

................

.................................................

1 954 Universal Range (installed) ..........................................................................

49.50
14.95
29.50
29.50
19.50
39.50
29.50
49.50
34.50
59.50
79.50
79.50
29.50
69.50

2 RA39 Hotpoint Ranges, White (installed) ....................................................
3 HH64 Westinghouse Ranges (installed) ................... f..................... each 99.50
75c down; $1.00 monthly

Here's en outstanding value In a most popular gift—an auto
matic Waffle Iron. Beautifully designed in smart streamline
chrome plate, genuine walnut handles. Has regulator for
"light-medium-dark" and is fully automatic. Each waffle baked
to your taste and always the same.

Limited quantities and they'll go fast at this price.
early and don't be disappointed!

CENT

INE
POWt
MPAHY
WtlfzCbMPAH

Shop

These are as good as new. Original list $169.95.
Glass look-in oven doors. Surface lights. Extra heat units. Used only a little
as demonstrators. White porcelain finish.

CENTI
POWE I^CfcMPAMT

385 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
151-152
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Every-Other-Day

25 YEARS AGO

KNOX COUNTY CHURCHES

State’s Obligation
What Our Commonwealth
Owes To the Hospitals
Ot Maine

“HEY—WAIT FOR ME!”

Snow Bowl Carnival
Sled Dog Races and Many
Important Meets Will
Be Held

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested

With the opening of the Carnival
(As told by William T. White,
president of the Knox County Gen Office at 33 Main street, Camden,
eral Hospital).
the Camden Outing Club announces
History
that plans are rapidly shaping up
The set of farm buildings on the i Mrs. John Gay, a daughter .
The history of State aid to our for thc Sixth Annual Snow Bowl
West Meadow road built three- I Burkettville, Nov. 28. to Mr. and
Hospitals holds but little interest Carnival to be held this year on
quarters of a century before by ' Mis. Ralph Luce, a daughter.
for us prior to 1929 In that year Feb. 14, 15, 16. This annual event
Jonathan Spear, and occupied by
Rockland. Dec. 12, to Capt. and
^n act provided that Hospitals ini which all Knox County takes
the late Elkanah Spear, were de- Mrs. John I, Snow, a daughter,
should be reimbursed at the rate part, and spectators from over the
stroyed by fire. The property was
Rockland. Dec. 11, to Mr. and
of $2 50 per day per patient, "in entire State and beyond its border
owned by Jonathan S. Gardner. The I Mrs. George P. Dickinson, a son.
addition to any necessary emer attends, has grown increasingly
buildings had a replacement value
Waldoboro, Dec. — to Mr. and
gency charges." The presumption is important and successful each
of $4000 On the same day a mys- , Mrs. Lewis Lovejoy, a daughter—
tliat Legislature recognized the Jus year.
terious fire broke out in the Thomas j Evelyn.
tice of $2 50 as a per diem compen
Alton Crone, who directed the
W. Hix residence on Middle street I Waterville. Dec. 9, to Mr. and
sation plus additional charges for outstanding Fifth Annual Carnival,
hill. Damage $500.
Mrs. Gleason E. Mann, a son—
laboratory and x-ray work.
has again been elected executive
Freeman A. Stanley was elected Charles Calvin.
However good the intentions of director of this year's event by the
Rockport, Dec. 12, to Mr. and
eminent commander of Claremont
that Legislature may have been, directors of the Club, with the
Commandery, K. T.
Mrs John N. Richardson, of Bos
the amount appropriated (♦160.000) ; executive committee. Hugh MontThe tug, John C. Morrison, Capt. ton. a daughter—Enid Millwood.
proved to be inadequate, and was gomery. Percy Keller and Harold
Hcpe. Dec. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Curtis, nearly ran down a
increased to $200,000 in 1935 to be Corthell, acting in advisory- capaElmer
True,
a
daughter.
whale, estimated to be 85 feet long,
proiated over the number of hospi city. Mrs. Alton Crone will again
•
•
•
•
while returning from Belfast.
tal days which the Hospitals pro be in charge of the colorful corona- |
Joseph E. Verrill, 92, locally fa
The marriages for this period
vided. That proration, because of tion ceremonies at the Bok amphi
mous as a ship carver, died sud were:
the ever increasing number of hos theatre and Opera House, which
denly in Joseph Adams store.
Union. Dec. 1. William G. Daniels
pital days, has resulted in reducing she managed so capably last year
Edward Carleton Moran, Jr., was of Union and Miss Alice S. Leach
the compensation to about $133—a Winifred Burkett, corresponding
elected class orator at Bowdoin of South Union.
far cry from $2.50. Nevertheless, secretary of the Outing Club, is
College.
Rockport, Nov.
27, Herbert
the amount remains at $200,000, assisting at the Carnival Office.
Rev. G. A. Hunt resigned as rec Knight and Mrs. Grace M. Jenkins.
whereas the appropriations for the
Many important committee an Some day they may wait for him—with an ambulance—if lie keeps on
tor of St. Peter's Episcopal Church.
Rockland. Dec. 6. Ralph H. Brown
other various welfare agencies nouncements -will be made shortly.
"hopping rides”
S A. Burpee was elected presi of Woonsocket. R. I., and Miss Ethel
have been increased by more than
The
sled
dog
races
of
the
New
dent of the Colonial Club. Other B. Kirkpatrick of Rockland.
$2,000,000 since 1935.
England Sled Dog Association
Brown; overseer. Ira Hodgdon; lec
offices were held by C. A. Mitch
Rockland. Nov. 24. Paul A Rob
which were an outstanding feature NORTHPORT
turer, Thelma Wood; steward, Mel
Present Situation
ell, Oeorge Gay, Fred C. Black, M. ertson and Grace R. Tripp.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Martin have vin Wood; assistant steward, Mal
of last year's carnival will take an
Our
hospitals
are
providing
the
S. Smith and Nelson C. Carr.
Rockland. Dec. 5, George A. Jud
returned
home
after
spending
the
Mcthodist Church at The Keag. supplied by Rev. N. F. Atwood.
colm Carver; chaplain. Carrie
State with approximately 140.000 important place in the 1941 pro Summer in Sullivan.
The lime company's Northend kins and Lillian M. Sprague.
—Photo by Dow.
gram. Many of the same teams will
Wood; secretary, Richard Brown;
hospital
days
of
service
at
the
rate
Cooper Shop was burned, causing a
Rockland. Nov. 24, Burleigh S.
Mrs. Mervin Ingles is passing treasurer, Albion Goodhue; Ceres,
of $1.33. Inasmuch as every one of again come to Camden. This year
loss of $20,000.
Feyler and Lucy A. Crockett, both
races will be for the State of the month in Hudson, N. Y., visit Ruth Brown; Pomona. Lillian Ken
WATERMAN’S BEACH
Maxine Grier- our Hospitals shows ah outright loss the
Rockland Lodge of Elks held me of Rockport.
ing relatives and friends. She will nedy; Flora. Mary Ames; lady as
The Bassick School, Mrs. Ellen ison’’ “A oln p°r
William in operating at regular rates and Maine Sled Dog Championship.
morial services, the eulogy being de
Rockland, Dec 4. Henry Stiles
A new feature of this year's com also visit in Port Kent, N. Y„ be sistant steward, Geraldine Flan
Grierson;
"Christmas
Symbols,"
as
$3.00
is
the
usual
ward
rate,
it
livered by Oeorge S. McCarty of and Florence Wentworth, both of K. Nelson, teacher, presented repetitive Winter sports events will fore returning home.
ders; executive committee for
Lewiston. There had been five Belfast.
cently this Christmas program: “A Anne Waterman, Marion, Pauline is obvious that $300 is below cost.
be four meets sanctioned by the
Miss Barbara Newbert of Hollis. three years, Arthur Stantial. The
deaths during the year
Lyman, Nov. 20. George Gould of Christmas Welcome," Anne Water- Orierson. Amy Rackliff, Isabelle Therefore, a simple computation
U. 8. Eastern Amateur Ski Asso- N. Y„ is expected this weekend next meeting will be Dec. 26 and
Augustus N. Linscott was elected Lyman and Bernice Thompson of man; play, "First Aid for Santa," Grierson; 'Giving Gifts," Edwin reveals that at $1.33 our Hospitals
__ . ...
country, to spend the holidays with Mr. and will be observed as Neighborhood
commander of Edwin Llbbf Post, Port Clyde.
1 upper grades; "Silent Night, Holy Hamlin, lower and upper grade are carrying a loss burden of well ,___ ,_____
Jumping and slalom. Several clubs Mrs. Phillip Watkins.
Night with Visiting Grangers in
OAR.
Dover, N. H., Nov. 29, James H. Night." Lower grades; "Prepara- girls; “Secrets," Lillian Grierson; (over $200,000 on account of State
"A December Spelling Lesson,” Ma-| work, this entirely aside from the have already written in regard
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler and vited. Under the direction of the
Robert V. Stevenson was elected Betts of Boston and Miss Martha , tions," Lucy Rackliff;
I "Expecting
Santa,"
PauUne rion Grierson; "Christmas Echoes," j outright free work which Urey are to entering these events. The Maine sons Albert and Stanley returned lecturer a pageant of the songs
thrice illustrious master of. King E. Brown of Vinalhaven.
Rockland. Dec. 6, Owen Reynolds ' Grierson; “If Santa in an Auto Arthur Grierson; "A Christmas doing, $4.50 with x-ray and labora- Interscholastic Winter Sports Meets recently from a visit In Quincy. and life of Stephen Foster will be
Hiram's Council, RS M
Came," Ernest Rackliff; acrostic, Letter," Shirley, Philip Orierson tory. I believe that analysis will have also been given to Camden by Mass with their daughter Mrs. given. The Grange will hold a
Ralph B. Loring sold his restau and Mary F. Hyson of Warren.
the Maine Principals Association,
rant business on -Tillson wharf to
Frank Brunlund.
family Christmas dinner Sunday
Port Clyde, Dec. 9. Bertie Sim "Santa Claus,” lower grades; Lucy, Ernest Racklff,, Dora Mon-, show that this loss exceeds in for February 15th.
] amount all income from endowCapt. Lester Snow
Carleen, eight-year-old daugh at 5 p. m. under the supervision of
mons and Miss Florence Teel, both Christmas Song. Amy. Lucy Rack roe. Edwin Hamlin.
Each
year
the
colorful
ceremonies
• • • •
liff, Shirley Grierson; "That's
“How I Caught Santa." Isabelle ments.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oxton Mrs. Ruth Brown; a program by
of St. George.
Carroll
Rackliff; Grierson; "Why?" Milton Grierson; | It is a fact that lasses due to of thc coronation at the Bok am ls confined to her bed with heart the lecturer. Mrs. Thelma Wood;
The following births were Re
Rockland. Dec. 15. Henry G. York Christmas,'
phitheatre have become more im
corded:
and Flora E. Gray, both of Spruce “Christmas Eve." Marion. Pauline I “Jack Horner at Christmas Time," State aid cases is increasing at a pressive and dramatic and this year trouble. Her school chums recent and Christmas tree with Mrs.
Orierson. Constance Rackliff. Anne Archie Eaton; “What Can I Give rapid rate; 40"; in five years; it is
Rockland, Nov. 28, to Mr. and Head.
it is announced that new exercises ly presented her with a sunshine Betty Johnson in charge in the
Mrs. Leon J. White, a son—Leon,
Camden. Dec. 11, Stanley Or Waterman; "Getting a Christmas Him," lower grades; “Santa's New also a fact that income yield from will be used. In charge of erecting basket and the teacher. Mrs. Edna evening.
Suit,' Dora Munroe; song, “Jolly' endowments is shrinking. We find
Woodbury gave her a large doll.
beton of West Rockport and Jose Tree," Philip Orierson.
Jr.
“Santa's Little Son," boys; "Jesus Santa,’’ Shirley Grierson, Amy, ourselves in a dilemma. "Redis- the beautiful ice throne and palace
Vinalhaven, Nov. 30, to Mr. and phine Tibbetts of Camden.
Schools will close Dec. 20 for two
will
be
Elmer
Crockett,
as
archi

RAZORVILLE
• • • •
Ernest Rackliff, Edwin Hamlin.
tribution of wealth" and high esMrs. W. Adelbert Smith, a daugh
weeks' vacation.
tect;
and
Robert
Smith,
the
elec

___
__
______________
_
_
Donald Armstrong was recently
“Instead of a Stocking." Con- I tate taxes are not conducive to beMiss Ruth Flye of Thomaston suddenly at thc age of 46.
ter.
Mrs Catherine Breslin of Water
trician, is making plans for new and
Clark Island. Nov.
to Mr. and fell and broke one of her legs.
John Bowley was found dead at stance Rackliff; "Christmas Joy," quests to hospitals. In that con- unusual lighting effects. Jim Brown ville spent the weekend with her | called to Boston by the death of
,
.. ...„ . parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mit his mother.
Thomaston's new fire engine was the rear of his house in South Hope. Shirley Grierson: "Bobby's Letter nection, the thought occurs that
Mrs. Frank Johnson, a son.
had our benefactors known that
furnish Uie ice for the throne.
MLss Pearl Rhoades visited Sun
Rockport. Dec. 2, to Mr. and Mrs christened "G L. Crockett" in
A. L. Esancy sold the Payson to Santa," Edwin Hamlin; “ChristVarious novel and interesting chell.
Walter Carleton, a daughter—Elea honor of the town's first selectman. stave mill in South Hope to L. S. masy Atmosphere,"' Amy Rackliff; the proceeds from their bequests events are being planned and other
At the meeting of Grand View day at the Wilbur Pitman residence.
Greeting,”
Maxine were to find their way directly into
The Rockport schooner Adelia T. Fogler, who was tearing it down. "Christmas
nor Mayhighlights ot the Sixth Annual Car Orange last Thursday these offi
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
J. D. Morse was elected com Grierson; "Christ Came to Beth the State Treasury, our Hospitals nival will be announced soon.
Camden. Nov. 18. to Mr. and Mrs. Carleton owned by Carleton, Nor
cers were elected: Master. Earl
Owen Staples, a son—Lorimer wood & Co., was sold to New York mander of P. Henry Tillson Post, lehem," upper grades; "It Came might not have been so generously
Upon the Midnight Clear," Lucy remembered.
parties for $10,000.
O.A.R. of Thomaston.
Trask
The Board members of our Hospi Executive Committee's efforts.
Mrs. Peter Aageson was elected
Harry W. Stearns, 41, died in Rackliff, Shirley Grierson.
Razorville, Nov. 29, to Mr. and
tals assumed a definite responsibil Politics
worthy matron of Grace Chapter, Rockport of pneumonia.
Mrs. Arthur Light, a son.
Be just and fear not; let all ity in accepting bequests from those
H. L. Sanborn was elected com
Vinalhaven. Dec p,.to Mr and OKS. in Thomaston.
It is true that appropriations do
Ulysses G. Jones, proprietor of mander of De Valois commandery, tho ends thou aimest at be thy benefactors and in receiving funds not originate In either House or
Mrs Emil Coombs, a daughter.
which
we
solicit
from
our
communi

country's, thy God's, and truth s.
Friendship, Nov. 27, to Mr. and Jones Sanitarium in Union died J K. T., Vinalhaven.
Senate, nevertheless the active
ties from time to time. It would not support of each member is almost
be pleasant to be obliged to explain essential to the success of a cam
that these moneys were used to paign such as ours. Appropriations
1 make up lasses which the State originate with ihe Budget Officer,
cases involve The obvious ques through him to the Budget Com
435 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
tion would be “What are you doing mittee from there to the Finance
(Opposite Perry’s Market)
about it?"
Committee.
At each stage we
Remedy
should present our case and be pre
Ours is a very worthy cause apd pared to defend it; before the
we have an impressive case. We are Finance Committee we should be
not seeking favors or asking for prepared to present a iarge and
special legislation; neither gifts inipts.ng group tf rep%lentative
nor grants. We shall be asking, in men, at least one from tach of our
simple justice, that the State as Hospital Boards.
The Finance Committee will pre
sume its rightful share of this
State-wide burden, which our Hos sent an appropriation bill lo the
pitals have been carrying for sev Legislature, if the bill is attacked
BOYS' HOODED
MEN'S HEAVY ALL WOOL
we shall require the support of the
eral years.
DOUBLE BREASTED
There is a powerful moral and legislators to protect our own in
NAVY BLUE
political Influence latent within terest in the bill. If the bill does
ZIPPER HOOD
this Association: only co-ordination not carry a proper appropriation
EXTRA HEAVY ALL WOOL
and direction are required to bring for our cause, we shall require the
those forces to bear upon this par support of the legislators ln carry
PLAID
EXCELLENT
ticular situation. It is well within ing through an amendment which
LINING
VALUE
the capacity of this Association to will provide for us.
enlist, even commit, practically Should we undertake to carry
every member of the next legisla through such a plan, our work
HEAVY ALL WOOL
ture in active support of our cause should begin the day after election,
BUFFALO Pl.AID
at the next session. That can best to be certain that our forces are in
line
before
Legislature
convenes;
be accomplished by familiarizing
every Hospital Board in the State it will not be practical for this As
HEAVY ALL WOOL
with the facte aad arousing their sociation to undertake to meet con
RED AND BLACK PLAID
interest tn presenting a united tingencies as they arise in tlie kale
RED AND BLACK
FULL DOUBLE BACK
front and further to induce them idoscopic political line-ups during a
Also Green and Blark
WITH GAME POCKETS
to be responsible for the loyalty of legislative session.
| Blue A Black; Gray A Black
those legislators who represent Further, should we undertake to
carry
through
such
a
plan,
it
would
their section or locality.
$3.27
It would be imposing on our be well to consider the advisability
SPECIAL
WITH
Executive Committee to place tlie of employing a paid attorney to act
ZIPPER
ALSO GREEN AND BLACK
responsibility of such a campaign as a special secretary and as legis
on them. The essential missionary lative representative in the cam
MEN'S ALL WOOL DOUBLE BREASTED
work could be reduced to relatively paign.. up to and through the leg
small unite if influential and hos islative session. To use a poker
pital-minded men, chosen with a phrase, it is a $200,000 pot—how
thought to geographical residence, much will our HospitaLs pay to draw
W. T White
could be enlisted to supplement the cards?
HEAVY FLEECE LINED—BETTER GRADE
Roekland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1915.

conomy
*
■

E

_______ CLOTHES SHOP

Mail Orders Filled

CO BY TRAIN

We Pay Postage

“GIFT SUGGESTIONS”

ONIY

1

MACKINAW

MACKINAW

A 97

7

HUNTER’S
COATS

BE WARM

597

COMFORTABLE

HUNTER’S
SHIRTS

I
I

PLAID MACKINAWS,

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

on CHRiSTmns holiday
WHY YOU’LL ENJOY;# TRAIN TRIP
You avoid dangers of driving your automobile on icy
highways.
Train Travel is cheaper than Driving.

Modern air-conditioned deluxe coaches warm and dust
less on all through trains make any trip a pleasure.
No worries about sudden storms.

You Travel carefree in both directions on the train.

UNION SUITS, better grade,

RIBBED UNION SUITS,

097

J& I

5.87

94c
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“The Road Of Life”

SOME OLD ROCKLAND VIEWS

Article Written Shortly
Before Death of Author.
Mrs. Charles E. Smith

Every-Other-Day

MEETING
A
FRIEND
IN
NEED
WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Defense program. This "Parachute
Battalion" requires young men, in
excellent physical condition, spe
cially, trained in the use and em
ployment of the Infantry arms,
map reading and co-ordination as
well as the use of parachutes.
These parachuting doughboys are
taught the proper use of the
parachute and its care and preser
vation in the same manner that
the personnel of the Air Corps reI ceives training.
A part of the Army Air Corps
j training includes the assignment
; at specialty schools for instruction
I in the art cf parachute rigging
1 These schools of Instruction are
now In pi egress at Chanute Field
Rantoul. Ill., where 599 enlisted
• men of the Army Air Corps will
J be trained as Parachute riggers,
i When the recruit training period
' is linished the soldier Ls assigned
! to an Air Corps station, whereat
. ne makes application to hls Com
manding Officer for assignment to
| this school. He is then given a
I test to insure his ability’ to pur
sue the course selected upon com
pletion of which he is returned to
his organization or transferred to
a new one, wherein the chances of
promotion are materially increased
There are still a few vacancies
for Air Corps at Savannah, Oa,
it was pointed out at the Recruit
ing Station, for which applicants,
in addition to other qualifications,
must be High School graduates.
Charles H Roberts

A posthumous article by the late
Mrs. Charles E Smith of Vinal
haven is here published at the re
Agriculture
I Peck; foods. Mrs. Doris Keene;
quest of a friend It is entitled
Tlte Barred Rock pen of Foster home management. Mrs. Ruth Er"The Road of Life" and is thought
Jameson. Waldoboro, is leading ; skine.
The
meeting
opened
to have been written shortly before
that breed at the egg laying con promptly with a talk by the
the death of its author.
test at Highmoor Farm. Monmouth county agent on farm analysis fol
• • • •
The following men have been lowed by a home analysis given by
It was early morning. I. with
appointed as associate members of the home demonstration agent.
my companions, was standing at
the Advisory Board for Registrants For a community project this
the foot of a hill, following with
and can give assistance to regis group has chosen to assist with
my eyes a road leading to the top
trants in making out their forms: the Sunday School and Vacation
which I was about to travel. One
Ingraham. Rockland; Ensign Otis, I Bible School.
who said his name was Youth was
Knox County. No 1: Frank H
Mrs. Oladys Burgess was elected
to guide us. and each taking a
Ingraham. Rockland; Ensign Otis chairman of the Hope women's
pack, started.
Rockland; Edward C. Payson. farm bureau group at their pro
It was Spring and the birds
Rockland; Elisha W Pike, Rock gram planning meeting. Dec. 11.
sang: beautiful flowers bloomed,
land; Alfred Strout, Thomaston; Other officers elected were: Secre
and laughing streams rippled along ,
Stuart C. Burgess. Rockland; Ro tary’. Mrs. Mabel Wright; clothing.
the way. All was pleasure. With
land Gushee. Union; Maynard Mrs. E. N. Hobbs; foods. Mrs.
laughter and song, we hurried on. I
Brown. Appleton; Herbert Cun Evelyn Brown; home management.
picking up many treasures which
ningham. Washington; Philip See Mrs. Bessie Hardy; librarian. Mrs.
we put in the packs we carried, j
kins, Thomaston; Axel Nelson. Evelyn Mank; and 4-H Club. Mrs
"Don't hurry so." said our guide.
George's River road. Thomaston; D F Brownell. A good attendance
"You will be to the top all too)
A. L. Brown. South Thomaston; of men and women were at the
soon and when you reach the mile- |
Forrest Wall. Tenant's Harbor; Al morning session held at the Grange
stone marked '20'. I must leave
bert Orfl. Warren; Melvin Lawry, hall. The women met for the aftyou." But we were anxious to see
Friendship; Harold Nash. Camden. ! ernoon with Mrs. Helen Wentwhat lay on the other side We , Middle street las it was then called) looking westward from the bridge, RFD 1; Alton Calderwood. North ! worth
hurried on. After we came to the j
—Photo loaned by Mrs. Ralph T. Clark,
The East Union farm bureau wo
Haven; David Duncan. Vinalhaven.
crossroads, they looked more beauKnox County, No. 2: Charles A. men met at the Grange hall. Dec
tiful than our narrow road and , ^jrcj-s Song had lost its sweetness,
Perry. Camden; Gilbert Harmon. 13. and elected officers as follows:
They call it an “Aerial Life Raft,” though it'» ju.t a para
some of our companions left to foi-1 p was near sunset. We were SEARSMONT
chute to moit of ut. Flying Cadet, of the Army Air Corp, are
A tacking bee was held recently Camden; Elmer True. Hope; Ben Chairman. Mrs A. W Payson; sec
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AUS
low the broader highway. Many very tired We said. "W’hen may
thoroughly familiar with the twenty-four-foot “.ilk umbrella”
at the home of Mrs Belle Howes jamin Nichols, Union. R.FD 2; A. retary. Mrs. W G. Payson; cloth
returned with hands tom by
rest?"
WORK WONDERS
ing.
Mrs.
Earl
Norwood;
foods.
E. Burns. Union; John Howard.
before they leave the ground in a plane, and while in the air each
thorns, and feet clogged by mire; ! -when you go a little farther by her daughters. Mrs Elonia Cun
Union; E. C. Teague. Warren; Mrs. James Dornan: home man
carriea a parachute of hie own. They may never u.e it in an
while others we saw no more.
you win see a gate
when you ningham and Mrs. Gladys Millay.
emergency but, a. in this clas., they learn what to do with it and
her granddaug:. ’ Mn The'.- Charles Kigel. Warren; Henry- agement. Mrs Charles Childs; and
At last we reached the hill top, reach this you may rest, but first
ninicR
how to handle it. They will never go up without it. Here, a
ma Ratten Mr- C H Bryant was Kontio. West Rockport; Lester librarian. Mrs. A. W. Payson A
and after stopping for a short time I would look at all the treasures
matter sergeant of the Air Corps pulls the rip cord of a parachute
guest of Mrs Howes for the day. j Shibles. Rockport.
! Christmas dinner was served at
our guide left us with another you have found on the way. I
WASTE DISPOSAL
in a demonstration to Flying Cadets et the "West Point of the
Mr and Mrs Claude Butterfield
Lincoln County. No. 2: Gordon no°n by Mrs Winona Brown. Mrs
guide who said he would go with must have much of value."
Air,
”
Randolph
Field.
Texas.
of Belfast called on Mrs C H Bry- ! Anderson. Damariscotta; Austin Amelia Dornan. and Mrs. Helen
SERVICE
us to another milestone marked
Taking the pack from my ant recently.
Sprout South Bristol; Philip Lee. ] Spear. Levels of living in Union
"49." Before starting the descent, shoulder. I opened it. I found in
All
Waste,
Rubbish, Etc., Taken
"Meeting
a
Friend
in
Need"
is-fruiting
Station
in
City
Hall,
AuMrs Harold Cobb was hostess to Waldoboro; Poster Jameson. Wal- I
the subject of a discussion
fare Of. Prompt, Dependable
many of those in the.company said. side only memories.
very
properly
an
appropriate
name
gusta.
it
was
pointed
out
that
tne
the Women s Society for Christian doboro: Albert Elwell, Waldoboro;
b> the home demonstra ion
Service. General Trucking.
"Let us travel together," and Join
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Hundreds of people from such towns
and cities as Rockland, Camden, Bel
fast, Waldoboro, Thomaston, Dam
ariscotta and many others came to
Bangor last Saturday and all of them
had a wonderful time in

FREESE’S

CHRISTMAS

WONDERLAND

You are invited to come to FREESE’S this weekend, It will be
your last chance to see this marvelous show!

ECIAL

line oi 1941

SfW

Priced even lower than regular 1941 Ford Cars

How to cut the cost of

Take advantage

People marvelled at Freese’s Christ
mas Wonderland last year! This year
it is more spectacular than ever be
fore. Don’t miss it.

Heating Your Home

NOW ot the low
prices on the

AMIIICA1 HOMI HIATINO IXMIT

"SPECIAL"

BanAing

Coupe, Tudor and
Fordor Sedan
ior those who put thrift first

Fin their transportation re

quirements, the new Special
Line is offered in addition to
the recently announced Deluxe
and Super Deluxe Ford cars for

1941.
These new lower-priced Ford
cars have been built through
out for economy—economy of
operation coupled with low
first cost, low maintenance cost,
low depreciation, Ford reliabil

ity, and long life. The Special
Ford has the same new, longer
wheelbase chassis as its Deluxe
companions. The same new
wide bodies, extending over
running boards to give excep
tional seating width. The same
sensational new "boulevard”
ride. The same powerful 85 h.p.
engine, the famous time-tested
Ford V-8. Get all the facts
about the leading utility cars
for 1941! Get the facts and
you’ll get a Ford.

SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FOR LOW DELIVERED PRICES

'There is a right and wrong way
A to bank the fire for the night.
Here are a few suggestions that
will make this operation of your
heating plant easier for you:
First, and only if necessary to
make room for fresh coal, gently
shake the grates until the first
red glow appears in the ashpit.
Then with
shovel or hoe
pull the live
coals to the
front so that
the firebed
slopes down
ward toward
the back of
the furnace
forming a
hollow. Place
fresh coal in **a*ar «lil« 4«mp«r
this hallow.

Remember to
always leave a spot of live coals
exposed directly in front of the
fire-door. This will act as a pilot

light to ignite the gases given off

the Fire
by the fresh coal. Be sure to al
low enough time for these gases
to burn off.

Next, close the ashpit damper
and open the check damper wide.
The tum damper shouldof course
be left in its usual position,
nearly closed. Never leave the
fire-door open when the fire
is banked.
Never, under
any circum
stances, use
ashes to bank
the fire. You
will only suc
ceed in comp 1 e t e 1 y
smothering the fire
and clinkers
may result.
If you fol
low these
suggestions for hanking, the fire
will last through the night—and
will deliver quick heat in the

morning when you open the draft.

See the biggest and finest display
of Christmas decorations in all of New
England — a huge store bright with
thousands of electric lights—six floors
of Christmas cheer inside and out—
sixty three complete departments pack
ed with thousands of Christmas gifts
from roof to cellar!

BE SURE TO SEE
y

Santa Claus . . . The Moving Picture Machine . . . Flipo The Dog . . . and The Roll

y over Cat in Freese s Huge Toyland . . . Radio City on Freese’s Fourth Floor of
y Home Furnishings . . . The Handkerchief City on Freese's Street Floor . , . The
y Electrical Gift Shop in Freese's Pickering Square Store, and dozens of other mar
velous Christmas features!

See our 31 brilliant display windows
ablaze with lights—and crammed with
Christmas gifts for all the family.
M

W

BUY everything you can in your home STORES;

FOR THINGS THEY DO NOT CARRY COME TO FREESE'S.
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